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Poultry.

Mr, C. W. Dickerman tells us, m the
New England Homestead, how he feeds
and cares for his hens so as to “make them
lay.” His winter management is as follows :
1 All several boxes or halt barrels with
earth before the ground freezes, and keep
it where they can have access to it at all
times during the winter.
1 have also had
a barrel of air-slacked
lime standing for
in
the
hen
yeaVs
coop, and found it an excellent preventative of lice.
Further, i
have a load of clear sand hauled on my
premise just at the edge of winter, and
occasionally throw a few shovelfuls into
their winter quarters, '['his gives them the
grindstones, without which they cannot digest. their grain.
My winter quarters for tliom are not, as
large as they ought to he. being only 12
feet square for from 20 to 30 fowls, but t h« \
have the vard whenever the snow does not
forbid.
Instead of cleaning out t hose quarters weekly or oftencr. as is often recommended in the books, l occasionally throw
a few shovelfuls of earth (from the boxes
I before mentioned) over the dropphigs.
j'-»no •1' '-"in ;iri
I'heir quarters are not so warm as 1 should
in tnrli i' is one of its necessary condi!'• *'i».* a long time
\'.u
badly shod. provide were 1 io build a house expressly
for them, but J have two large windows in
■
:■1 all this iic*( «—:«r
y principle of tin*
the south and east sides (discarded sash
i’"'!
will d.' lo-f.
You should therefore
from
an old house),
which gives them ail
>i -i
to preserve if.
And here let me give
the
benefit of the sun’s warmth and makes
!rit little aid cvpcrk nee has enabled
io.
You will observe the ground up for considerable lack of battening.
Cold weather is the trying time when
n*:
of the toot, no matter how high the
arch ni-tv be.tob.-al least half an inch wide, most people complain that their liens do
It requires more attention to Un•on! -'.tm-fitues more than an inch, with the not lay.
heel- spr- ad out at the inside quarter.
Do fowls to get eggs in tin* winter than in the
Give them
ii"t ell! iwav lid:- imporfant brace.
It is summer, but they can be had.
•»- ii
'c-s.iiv to lb.- lice; of
fin- animal, to sunlight and keep them warm iu the first
mm!.: ’em igainst lat.-ral motion, on which
place, and secondly give them varied food
1 feed principally corn through tin winr the .abow structure
'he
v,!-'d<•
deter, but vary it with wheat, oats, buck:as tin* 1 or--ire to the human beI’urve the mit-ide ot the shoe nearly
wheat, potatoes and meat ‘-craps. Put ol
ug
'it the oof. and von will liml the inside | the com 1 teed whole, and a part 1 have
heel a little •-!raiglder. especially il tlienni- cracked and ground into meal. I prefer tin1 Iced whole grain at night, and
m.n '•*.- i-arrow bre.asted. and the le<-t stand ! cracked.
the ground in the morning, on the principle
together.
Nature has provided this
that
through the long night they need some!•
iar-1 to prevent ;t< sinking the oppot*
After tin* shoe is pn pared to fir. thing that will stand by them, that having
‘eg
digested all their night's feed bv morning
•t.
1 have betVire de-< ribed. rasp
ufom level
it
will be found nearly thev need something that they can act, upon
I
net put, a Knife t• * the sole or the
qui< k 1 y. For the same reason, in the very
coldest weather, when 1 go out to give
111 -ole q the ioof, reiji.-niber, is
them their morning's feed. 1 carry a basin
tie
ie
<nd
id
Jr. .g ji s defender.
1n
of warm water from the teakettle and wet
'hi
tin shoe, three nail-holes on a
i» a foot
It. will warm
"ide.
like this, are sufficient to up their dough with that.
them quickly and make them feel comforta'"dil m :» shoe.
Four mav be used, if set
in the
b]c, an essential, as I have before -aid, to
|.n>p< r places, without injury to the
•'
a
'The wheat 1 leal is
1 Tad ice will teach von that any
supply of eggs.
•»*,!
'"'U.
nailing ihau this is unnecessary. 1 screenings, which can lie had at any
store probably.
i.a ve u-. d two nails on
i h* on an animal
Wl'h not the "‘sf of a foot, rtlld veiy high
Mashed potatoes fed warm are just the
ae* on, and he Ins worn them
eniircly out vegetable food they need, and were 1 on a
w ithout throw iug either of them off.
farm I should carefully husband a tew bushPrcions to pniiehing tin -ho**, obseive the els of tin* small potatoes for tin- purpose.
The meat scraps I buy of the butch, r iu
grain of the foot..
It will be -ecu that the
lib res
d the iioot run iv--m the top of tie*
large cakes, and 1 believe it is as cheap as
loot. or coronary b >rd.-r. ; .winds the toe.
corn, while it answers a purpose like that
ol the bugs and worms of the summer.
.a mos' :
at an angle of about forty-live
A very important part oi the egg is the
Il will be plain, then, that if the
degree-,
nail- ni " driven with the grain of fie* horn,
shell; in fact an egg without a shell don't
they will drive much ea-ier, and hold bel- amount to much. And unless the h.-u has
ter. and be less liable to crack the fibres.
material lor the shell, the other ua p.a lotions are void. In winter the hen lias little
\uother benefit, to be derived from this
When the foot, conies chance to secure shell materia! for hers.-If,
process of nailing.
’o the ground, the nails act ms a brace to
and hence it must lie furnished her. 1 have
< tce.a1;< ep th" root from slipping forward oil the
found the simplest wav to do this
shoe
This renders that very ingenious
sionally 1 throw a handful of bones upon
loot destroyer, tin* toe-clip,
the coals, clear them a little, pound them
unnecessary.
Then, in punching the shoe, hold the top fine and mix them with the teed. If bones
"1 the pritchell toward the heel of t,he shoe,
are not to be had, oyster shells may be
so as to get the hole in the shoe on an angle
served the same way.
with
he grain of tin* hoof.
The tendency to set is a troublesome one
Fune.h the
holes arge enough, so that, the nails will
out of its proper place; but this ditlieulty,
not bind !he shoe, nor require unnecessary
which seriously annoys some poultry-k« cpers,
1 have a large
hammering or bruising of tin* foot to* get
easily obviated.
them up to their proper place. Prepare the covered coop in the yard, into which, as
nails w.-ll. point them thin and narrow; soon as 1 find a hen inclined to s.*t. I put
and, a.- I have said before, use as small a her with a rooster, feeding her liberally
nail as possible.
and wi’.h a variety of food, shells. hi-n---»,
When you proceed to nail the shoe take etc.
A week of this treatment
will .-nro
a
slight hold of the bottom, so as to be her every time, and usually
*t hei imme-nil- that tie- nail starts in the wall of the
diately to laving again.
of iusbad of the sole.
Let it come out
ihigh no a- po-sible.
Yog need not be
Setting Milk.
mfraili
pricking with tin- nails set in this
atile wall of t he foot ,s as t hick, unt il
M:iy,
Tin- question of deep and shallow setting
vou gi t w i'liin a half an inch of the
top, as of milk for butter making lias been dis<■• di" nail
d is vvln-ii- yoii
Nail- driven
cussed and 1 he results of various expcr:
in
this wav injure the feet less, hold on
mental tests have been given, from lime to
I'Ciger, and are stronger than when driven
mi v.
lime, during the last quarter of a
m anv other wav.
Il you have any doubt
When milk lias been set. in milk-room‘i I1 i". test i: in this mariner
When you
of variable temperature, and the cream
*«:• oil an old shoe to -i»t
a
new one and
skimmed olf from both setting with a
omut the clinches,
which should be done in
mon skimmer, the majority of experiments
ease.-,
you will tind t in-old nail and the —so far as their reports have come under
clinches not. started up; and in drawing otir observation—state that the shallow
the nail out. you will also tind the foot, not
settings give tile largest returns in butter.
slipped or cracked: and that the horn hinds The setting of milk in vessels surrounded
the nail until it. is entirely drawn out
with water, in order to keep it, at an equitable temperature while the cream is rising,
Agricultural Items.
is comparatively of recent date. The sysTie 'orn ‘T<»p inti)/* United States for tem lias been found practically the best
From this sprung the plan ol
Hu vi at J>7.* was flic heavies' ever grown,
system.
rearliing tie* eiiormou* total of 1,100,OoO.OOrt setting milk deep in pails of small diameter,
and of utilizing the skimmed milk in cheese
bushels.
manufacture.
Thm-e are over Ino.ouo cows in the State
The water system for setting the milk
"f Vermont, yielding an income of >-5.522,developed one tiling of considerable impor7-o; an average of £55.22 1-2 each.
tance in butter making, and that is, tied a
The ear load of Italian bees sent from uniform temperature within certain limits
lias
controlling influence upon quantity and
Uaiifoniia to l tah last reason succeeded so
well that another car load will be sent the quality of product.
After
a time certain butter makers who
proper time for shipping.
were accustomed to set their milk in
pans
Tin profits of farming should consist in
and in milk-rooms poorly regulated as to
the 'improvement of the farm itself and its
found
could
make
more
temperature,
they
belonging*, and there can be no better in- ami bettor butter by using pails on the
vestment than this.
That i* very poor
water system, than by
the other plan,
tanning though it. m.iv nominally show a lienee we now have many who are advocash balance, leave* the homestead In a cates of deep
setting.
worse instead of a bettor condition than it
They claim that, most of the experiments
f< and it
of deep and shallow setting have not boon
Agrieultura- a* *oeia t ions are organized conducted properly and tlie reported nju
in Uerinanv in aim
all agricultural dis- from the shallow sittings are due to the unfavorable conditions wherein Hie milk and
tricts
Thev gem-rally combine into a
cream of the deep settings have been mancommon central association, of which ther-*
aged orlrom tin- butter of the shallow setis -no, and in some cases more than on *. in
tings eon tailing a larger percent ..-unis.
a province.
Other associations ate independent. The local agricultural published They insist, that the milk should not only
he
cooled to about (10 degrees, within an
organs and the experimental stations estabhour after it- is drawn from the cow, but
lished
by agricultural associations are
under management of the central associa- that it be kept, surrounded with flowing
spring water, so as to keep it at an equitations.
ble temperature during the whole time the
The London Field gives a comparison of cream is
rising. They claim that the cream
the -‘length with which tl.-e several leading from deep settings should be
dipped ott
breeds of cattle turn out at tin* shows of with a
properly shaped vessel made for the
the Loyal Agricultural Society
“The re- purpose, a vessel causing tin* least amount
sult of seven years, ending in ls72, was 720
of disturbance nr agitation to the milk and
Shorthorns against 211 Herefords and 257 eieam so that the two shall not lie
mingled
and
for tie* last ten years the together; and,
Devons;
again, that the cream in the
numbers lutve been 1.474 Short-horns, 574
deep setting vessels, being much thinner,
At the leading cannot well lie removed with a skimmer,
Herefords, 172 Devons.
markets ami lair*, except perhaps in the and that
experimenters, unaccustomed to
southwest, they comprise lie* majorif y : and
handling cream from deep settings, are liait i> estimated that there are more Shortble to leave more or less cream on tile milk,
horns bred, fed and grazed in Kngland, than mistaking it for milk.
They bold that, if
all the other breed* put. together.
tile deep settings be kept, at a uniform
anti
if
the
quantity and qualThe manufacture of beet. sugar in Cali- temperature,
of the hotter (pure fat) should be
fornia, for the season which is not. vet ity
in
the
that
from the deep
test,
closed, seems to be quite a success. A late compared
San Francisco paper gives the following settings will have ordinarily a less perresult:
“The Alvarado beet sugar mill has centage of cascine or curds than the
been running now a little more than two other. In other words, they claim that as
months on the beet crop of 1872, and will much butter may lie obtained by deep as
shallow settings, while the deep settings
probably be busy for four or live months by a
better quality of butter.
more, working up 50 tons per day.
The give
* Virl
yield will not, be known before December by which time all the roots will be out
The Future Price of Wool.
it the ground and
pile,| for winter. The
rop lor i‘ o gave .~in(),noo pounds of sugar;
The New York Economist says: “There
find of J 71 7 50,000 p.nmds; and that of
is one thing certain that in the midst of all
1*72 will bebetwo.-n 1 .OOO.Ooo and
1,250,000 this fluctuation and uncertainty wool is
I
he
.Verage
Ot
percentage
pounds
sugar
scarce, and prices are not only very
obtained from 11.«• beet- Was under eight in very
Arm, but. buoyant
Indeed, strange as it
1870, about eight in 1*71, and is eight and
may appear, prices art* nearly as high now
u quarter for 1872.”
as a
year ago, when we take into account
In reply to an enquiry whether lime is the high rate of interest and gold, with
beneficial to an orchard, the Germantown nothing to warrant such a feature but t he
Telegraph replies t.o a correspondent as short supply available and the large demand
follows:
“Where apple orchards are kept for consumption.”
Walter Hrown & Sons in their circular
constantly in grass, as they should be, a
l,lt is, however, quite noticeable that
top dressing of lime, iv thirty bushels to say
a
firm feeling pervades the whole trade,
the acre, every five years, will prove very
with the general opinion that early in the
beneficial.
As to whitewashing the trunks
new year higher ligures will be obtained,
ul trees, we refer our correspondent to the
preparation for that purpose prescribed by result ing probably from the fact that stocks
William Saunders, of the Government of domestic wools in the eastern markets
Gardens at. Washington, which appeared in are very light, and such wools as still reour issue of the
1st inst., and which has main in the west are mostly held by farmproved of great, benefit. This wash is made ers and second hands at Extreme ra*es,
as follows
Put half a bushel of lime and with no indications of yielding before 1he
lour pounds powdered
sulphur in a tight near approach of the new clip; also that
barrel, slaking the lime with hot water, the few, if any, orders have gone abroad for
mouth of the barrel being covered with a
foreign wools, owing to the unremuneraThis is reduced to the consistence tive character of last season’s operations.”
cloth.
of ordinary whitewash, and at the time of
Henry I*. Hughes & Son, of London in
application half an ounce of carbolic acid their circular of December 5th 1872 say
is added to each gallon of the. liquid.
Mr. “If the present activity in the woolen disSaunders says, “I generally apply it in the trict should continue at the commencement
spring before the leaves make their appear- of onr first sales for the coming year we
may seasonably expect that stocks of colance, but, I am convinced that, it would be
onial wool in the hands ot both dealers and
more effective if’ applied later; but then it,
is difficult to do so when the tree is in manufacturers will be considerably smaller
foliage.” Mr. S applies the wash not only than has been witnessed for many years
to the sterfi of the tree, but to some extent,
past. We anticipate good prices throughout the coming year.”
to the main branches.
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Shoeing Young

Let me enjoin you, tor humanity’s sake,
that, when you firs* undertake, to .shoe a
young animal, you will not forgot, the value
k.nd treatment.
Keep its head turned
v
av
from the glaring fire, the clinking
1
M'.
Let the man whom he has
;!i accustomed to.
he groom or owner,
''■»m• 1
at L:s head. ano talk to him kind'.v.
When you approach him
the tir>t time,
t Le with 111('Sr1 -ns* rune nts you are to
':>r
in Ids sinning
Speak to him srentlv,
thru take up : iL in* refuses to let
y-ui do this
jot the person having him in
A vi uiig animal will allow
’■argi* In n
In* is accustomed to.
up
a person
\\ P
!••* wi:' io|•■■■'> a stranger.
By treating
n; kindly you can make him
understand
wfiaf is wauled ; hy abusing him von will
ii 1 v frighten him into
When
obstinacy
"i have go* the animal under
perfect subtion. xamine tin* loot fatefully, and you
will find the heels, at tlie back part of the
T":p entbvly lr«
from 1 liat member, which
-oft ami spongy
Win it the foot is
down. resting- ,.n the ground, grasp the
with \ mi strongs hand, press them
wards toward ‘lie frog, and you will immediately find that tlier yield.
^ on will
heti see that what, yields mi
easily to the
1 u‘ii
it
-up
if t)i,' hand will expand and
;
p
'id :'p when ’In* weight of the
body is
"'vi
p
i*.
This should give you an
h"i
f what you h.'ivg t.) d
in shoeing
that
!•»«»!. ami \our praetical knowledge
'dould -land you ,\ 11 in an argument with
any "i thc.se “learned professors." who dca i' ill
J. »ot
A the horse does indexv
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SOLON ROBINSON.

Wclaka's >tr am! I sing of thee!
Thy lowly lakes, and inland seas;
Thy shares adorned with fruit like gold.
And mo>s-elad trees so hoary old,
Thai mark the time when hither came
Those armored knights with Spanish name,
Who vainly searched through all their shores
To lind that spring whose water pours
A halm that cures the march of age.
And would, if found, all ills assuage,
The fount of which old poets said
Would youth renew when youth was dead!
Nor were they wrong in what they said,
Though wrong were they who roughly read
That, what they sought was but aspring.
Whose water drank would clip Time’s wing,
And cure the ills which old age feels,
When racked with those swill rolling wheels,
Which bear u< down declining years,
Through scenes ol bliss, or vales of tears;
Through years when we would gladly lind
A fount of youth, or some soft wind
Which would our youth or health renew,
And vigor give to manhood due.
Ah well, if that old fabled spring,
vainly sought whore poet’s sing,
lias iu»i been found along thv shore,
Phy waters will the healrh restore.
Tin ri mate, too, so balnjy sweet,

S.i

<

ivos life

anew

to

crippled

feet.

And sjivugth l<» use poor feeble hands.
Whirli have no strength in colder lands.
And so of nice. Welaka dear,
I s'ng my strain of hearty cheer.
sinff I have found, along thy shore.
The health that’s due when past three score.
A

Fair

Exchange

no

Robbery.

"So you are going to stay with me a
whole month, you darling?” and Maddy
Fh idler gave her friend a rapturous hug,
alter the manner of young ladies but re-

cently emerged from boarding school.
"A whole month,” replied the darling,
returning the embrace with equal fervor.
"i >li, how
jolly it is licit you are going
to ■1'iv

with

me

month.”

a

splendid; hut I thought I
in via- should
gel oil. First, Kitty must
in mis he sick for two whole
weeks; then,
just as I was going to write and set the
day. I nele Jacob arrived, and mamma
"So

if

is

takes the whole
family lo entertain Uncle Jacob, and il is
hard ivick, too, tint lie gave me twenty
dollar- when lie went away, so 1 won’t
counl

not

spare

me.

[t

ay any tiling.”
fwcuty dollars”’ exclaimed Maddy',
"why, he’s worth millions, isn’t he?”
Yes. 1 suppose so,” answered E!lie,
■In i’■ 1111r her .shoulders; "however, if 1
fo"nd 111\ clothes growing oil hushes as
’•"it
d... I could all’iird to depise twenty
d-dlars
\s it is, I am only too thankful
get it. It bought my travelling dress,”
-lie added, glancing down complacently
"i.
ic
pretty gray poplin, "and 1 could
not have conic without it.”
"Well, He matter about that, so you are
here. 1 mean you shall have a good time.
;
Mint do von think of
sociable next
■

Thursday night—St. Valentine’s day, you
know.

little dance—three or four
perhaps. Ever so many of the girls
arc in
town, and my cousin Tom is coming. and (icorge Archer. By the way,
did you hear that Fanny Archer is engaged ?” and the girls instantly dropped into
.Insi

a

sti i's.

a delhditfill
school-girl gossip, only interrupted by the ringing of the dinner-bell.
The first few days of Elbe Brand’s visit
passed aw iv pleasantly, and she wrote
home glowing letters to tier mother and
sister, who had unsellishly deprived
i!ietnselv"-i of many a luxury, that the
hard worked little school-mistress might

have the full enjoyment ol her vacation.
Yes. -h, was a country school-mistress,
! tii-'Ugh s11c had left school herself less
than si v nionl hs before.
"Mow K. 11 ii
about St. Valentine’s day,”
-aid Maddv one morning, several days belure lhat eventful Thursday appointed for
the party. “W'liat are you going to wear?”
■■Having seen me lour or live times alii adv
iii my one party dress,” replied
El!11-, -miling. **I am convinced you know
as well a- I.”
.Now Miie, dear, that pearl-colored
-ill; i
really very pretty, lint you have
w.irn it '■» many times.
II you could only
alVord a new one -a simple tarletan, or

something equally inexpensive,” suggest-

ed .Miss Kielrlu r doubtfully.
■Can’t he done. Maddy,” responded
Ml lie, stoutly; "I have thought it over,
and a new evening dress would run
away
with not only my gloves and boots, which
1 positively must have, hut with mamma’s
waterproof cloak which I have set my
heart on carrying home to her.”
“Well, I suppose you know best,” re-

plied Maddv, relinquishing the idea with
a sigh, “hut 1
do want you to look your
prettiest, especially as cousin Tom will be
here.”

“I me- n to look my prettiest,
though 1
don’t suppose Mr. Fletcher will be particularly all'eeled by my prettiness,” answered Ml lie, with a light laugh, though
the color mounted to her forehead as she
spoke. “Unless he is more observing in
matters of dress than most
gentlemen,

there is no telling but lie might even prefer me in this black alpaca.”
“1 am not sure Imt he
would,”

really

she noticed the slight
Maddy thought,
i"i'in set nil'In advantage by the close
lining plain dress, and the flushed cheeks
just shaded by l!ie brown curls which in
tie- evening would “put
up” in an elaborate chignon.
“Yon look nice enough in
any thing, Kllie.” she said putting her
thought into words; “but now 1 have an
idea.
You true a white muslin dress,
haven’t you ?”
M es
I brought it for some
utterly unknown reason; but that is useless, for it
lia- only one skirt.”
“I know that, my dear; but
you rememhcr mv pink silk ?
It is fearfully
“oiled, but I am almost sure that from the
two -kills you can get out
enough to
make a good clean underskirt, and with
your white muslin as an overdress, it will
he as pretty a costume as
you could wish.”
as

“Cipiial,” cried Kllie, warming at once
into enthusiasm; “and
furbishing up an
old thing is so much more in my line
than making up new material.
Now,
Maddy. on will see what an amount of
I
will
into
this dress;” and the
genius
put

girls immediately plunged into the
mysteries of ripping, cutting and plantwo

ning'. which lent been
to Maddv. at least.

hitherto unknown

i‘ 'li v 1 *»r \(»u, Miss nnind,
anMourned Maddy, rti.-diing into the sewingrooui tin* next
morning, where Kllie sat
surrounded by shreds of silk and patches
of muslin.
‘•From some loving youth, I
should imagine trom the hand writing,”

sbc added, inspecting it closely.
•'(live d to me, yon
teasing girl,” said
Kllie, snatching it from her; “it is from
mamma, and she is better than tiny loving
youth,” and ..agorlj commenced reading it. lint as she did so her countenance

says so, and that she only wrote me of it
so that I need not hurry back tor the beginning of the term. Something will be
sure to turn up before long.”
What a sunbeam you are, Elbe
Brand !” remarked Maddy, affectionately;
blit there was an anxious pucker in her
friend’s usually smooth brow, and a careworn look in the clear brown
eyes that
made her uneasy.
As the days passed, and nothing did
turn up, tlie poor child’s
anxiety by no
means diminished ; but, true to her nature, she went bravely on, concealing the.
care that wore
upon her, lest the happiness of the
family who were so kind to
her should be disturbed.
“What a dear, industrious little girl.
Miss Brand is!” remarked Mrs. Fletcher
one day to her
daughter.
“It is a perfect shame she is obliged to
work and slave so,” replied the lath r indignantly. “She is always doing sometiling for her mother, and never complainI wish she
ing of her own troubles.
would marrv some rich man.”

■

Inter, when Torn Fletcher entered his
aunt’s drawing-room, the first person upon whom his eyes rested was the orginal
of the picture which had so curiously
came into his possession, and, as he stood
under the great chandelier, its light
brought out warmly the vivid hues of the
flowers intended for his own holiday offering to Miss Julia May lie.
“Who is that damsel,with the camelia?”
he inquired of his cousin, as they’ stood
chatting together after the first greetings
had been exchanged.
“That is my dearest friend, Kllie Brand!
and she is just as good as she is pretty,’"
answered Madeline, warmly.

“If I did not know my cousin’s geese
all swans, my heart might be in some
danger, from that description,” laughed
Toni.
“I wish I thought it was soft enough to
l>e in any such
danger,” retorted Maddv,
“it would lie the luckiest tiling in tlie
world for you
But come and be introduced to my paragon.”
“Your friend shows exeellent taste in
are

"She would make a capital wife lor i her ornaments,” he remarked, as
they
remarked Mr- Fletcher, thought- made their way toward her.
“Nothing
I
could lie more beautiful or more heeom“Tom !" exclaimed Madeline, 'Contempt- bag than these flowers."
j
“She has no dear cousin Toni t<» prouously. “He will never marry any girl
unless she offers herself to him.
Kibe is vide her with bouquets," replied Madd v,
a thousand times too good for him.”
smiling up :it him gratefully, “but slie
Foi all the protest, Miss Maddv had her was so fortunate as to have a valentine
own secret hopes of the
meeting between this afternoon ;" which words Elbe overher friend and her cousin, of whom, hearing, as Madeline intended she
should,
though she constantly quarrelled with blushed so becomingly that Tom thought,
him, she was very fond and very proud. as lie made his bow, it was the first time
“What on earth shall 1 do, Elbe?” said he lunl over seen a
porcelaintvpe which
Madeline, breaking into her friend’s room did not llatter its subjects.
in the afternoon, just as she had comElbe thought Mr. Fletcher the handmenced a letter to her mother; “mv sash somest and most
agreeable man she had
does not match my trimming by at least ever met, and in tin*
enjoyment, of his
three shades. Ii will just do in the day- society the hours seemed
literally to tly
hut
it
is
hideous
bv gaslight.”
light,
away. What that gentleman thought of
“How could you have made such a Elbe, his cousin,
by the briskest fire of
mistake ?” asked Elbe sympathetically.
cross-quest ions, was unable to ascertain,
“I am sure 1 don’t know,” answered lb would not even admit that she was
Miss Fletcher.
"The truth is. (Jeorge pretty, coolly inquiring after one of Made
Archer was talking to me, and 1 did not !’• lie’s rapsndies, it she did not
really think
give my mind to it. The only way is to Miss Ib and's eyes had a slight east. One
buy another, but every one is i>us\, and I thing is certain ; he left the house at a late
can’t go myself.
.1 ust look at my hair!" hour that night, an amused smile
playing
Maddy’s Imir would indeed have been a about his bps, and a very wilted rose-bud
of
horror
on
the
m
street-,
his
spectacle
hand, which circumstances seemed
public
being a conglomeration ol crimping pins to point to the fact 0} his having begged
and minute braids destined to Mow forth and obtained the gilt of one of his own
in a rippling, shining mass a few honr- i ! lowers.
later, but now presenting a truly bristling
The lost picture was duly advertised,
and formidable surface.
hill nothing was ever hoard of it ; arid al"Let me go lor von.” said Kllle, <j11ii• 11 y
though Mr. Fletcher came almost daily to
see his-'cousin and her
putting aside her writing materials.
friend, he did not
But vonr letter," taintlv olijerted mention it. Mis visits, meantime, had be...
Maddy.
She did not
very pleasant to Ellie.
“Can wait just as well until to-morrow.” like to think how pleasant, for she had no
replied her friend. always ready to help rea-oii to imagine that Muddy's cousin had
those in need of assistance.
“Besides, ever thought other except as Maddy’s
Even Muddy herself, anxious as
my dear, I should really like to call tor mv friend.
picture, to-day, and there are one or two she hml been about the meeting, could
more little
things which 1 can liny just as but confess herself disappointed with the
well while I am out.”
result, as cousin Turn, though he came
“You dear girl, what a comfort you constantly to the house, did so no more
are!” said Madeline, kissing her grate- than was usual when in town, and seemed unite as well satisfied to find her alone,
fully. “You take a load off my mind
and so with innumerable directions, which or even her mother, as when Ellie was
increased to <)11it<■ a considerable length present.
In reality, however, this was
her list of commissions, Fllie issued into only in
appearance, for cousin Tom was
the already darkening streets.
She was more interested in the modest little maiden
still child enough, and as she would have than he was first
willing to admit The
added, “a country girl,” to thoroughly perfect simplicity and truth ol her characenjoy the shop windows; and at last her ter displayed themselves in every change
various errands being accomplished, she ol her expressive face, and now lie
began
paused to gaze in at one which was tilled to think it would be by no means an easy
with lovely hot-house (lowers and Moral matter for him to resign the long-eherishdecorations, in the midst pt which a little j ed picture, as he had always intended to
fountain gracefully rose and fell, spark- S do at her departure.
Already her visit,
had been pm-longed a fortnight beyond its
ling in brilliant gaslight.
“And to think that this perishing love- first limit, and now the last
day had come.
liness would pay one whole mouth's rent Ellie Brand was sitting alone in the little
for us!” she thought bitterly: and as the morning-room,
thinking of the happy visit
,
reflection stung her, she turned awav and now spent a visit so much
happier than
moved hastily homeward.
But as she.lid at the time she hud imagined
possible.
she
came violently in contact with a
so,
She thought, too, of the long,
lonely
who
was
in
the
on
till'
m >rr<>w, ;m<I tin; life of
young lady
hurrying
op- journey
posite direction, and they both -mil -ic i an i toil and anxiety before her, ami no wonignominious fall. Mutual apologies !..1 | tier that the contract between the comfort
lowed, and amid the, smothered amuse- -die was leaving and the drudgerv to
ment of the passers-by, Kllie's disposed | whieh .die was
going forced itself upon
parcels were collected, restored to her, her. But more powerful than all were
and she once more started at a moderate the thoughts ot
Maddy’s cousin Tom, who
pace. The incident, however, had served lor a lew w< eks had made her life so
to turn her meditations into a more cheerbright, and to whom, after to-morrow she
ful strain, and she hastened hack with would be only a
passing memory.
merriment for the time uppermost.
“I am ashamed of you, Ellie Brand,”
It so happened that while Fllie stood
she thought, at last, ‘‘it’s too ungrateful.
gazing in at the florist’s window, Mr. Tom Willi so many kind friends, and tin* dearFletcher stood on the florist’s doorsteps est mother and sister in the would, it is
gazing at her. Now. don’t imagine that very wrong in you to Ik* moping and fretit was at all a case of love at tirst sight. ting for a man whose ver\ name you had
On the contrary, he could not, ,-ec the not heard two months
ago.”
Nevertheless the tears wore standing in
young lady’s face; and if he th. light of
her at all. it was only to wonder “win her eyes, when tin* door
opened, and tin*
girls should make guy* of themselves ! object of her meditations stood before her.
with those shapeless waterproofs.” No,
“Muddy and Mrs. Fletcher are both
the truth is that lie gazed at her abstract- out. •'le'
began, when she paused i a asedly while he was making up his mind tonishment. her eyes riveted upon tin*
whether to go to his aunt’s house at once long bis! picture, whieh In* held in his
or wait until evening.
lie had just been hand
buying a hoiu|uet for his cousin, and a
“il'
Miss Brand, this is a ease of conbox of choice (lowers hearing the simple science,” lie
Began, seating himself at Iter
inscription, “Valentine,” which latter of- sidi'. “1 am the guilty person who has
fering was designed for a voting lady with hail this picture in possession tor so long
whom lie had been on" flirting terms for a time, and I have heroine so much aithe last two years or so.
1 le stood with tached to it, that 1 am reluctant to
part
his purchases in his hand debating the im- with il
Yon and my llmvers.”
At this
portant question. He had just conic to point Kllie Hushed scarlet.
“Cannot I
ihe decision to defer his visii until ev epersuade You that tins would he a fair exning, when he witnessed the above de- change ?”
scribed collision, and rushed to the as“This picture is not mine ; it is Maddv’s,"
sistance of the distressed lair ones, and he she
replied, in a low voice, with her eyes
was one of the amused hut polite bystandli xed upiin the lire.
ers who, collecting poor Kllie’s scattered
I’hrn, dear Kllie,” said Tom, drawing
bundles, sent her rejoicing on her way, nearer and taking her unresisting hand,
while he sauntered slowly home to his “will you not give me the sweet little
hotel. Arriving at his room, lie turned up original in exchangi
for—a wedding
the gas and proceeded to examine his of- ring ?”
Half an hour later, when Maddy came
ferings, while a waning the arrival of the
messenger to whom lie proposed to en- in from her shopping excursion, Kllie was
trust, them.
nowhere to he seen, and cousin Tom, with
“Dear mile Maddy,” lie soliloquized;
grave tare, requested live minutes private
“I quite long to hear her port speeches conversation.
You see, Madeline,” he continued
again. She is worth all the other girls ot
my acquaintance. And now for my valen- when they were alone, “I feel that it is
tine,” he continued, untying the box. ••If high time I was married, and—well, the
these don't soften Miss Julia’s obdurate laid is, 1 have lieen engaged for some time
heart—” Here he removed the cover, and 1'ast."
a long whistle of astonishment
“Il C lucky I never pot
interruptany notions ined the current ot his thoughts
Instead to Kllie's head,” thought his cousin with
of creamy roses, sweet-scented violets, some
“Well, I congratulate
asperity.
starry jessamines, stalely eamelias and you at least on your good sense and
vivid carnations, which lie had seen de- energy, I know you ought to lie married,
posited in a soft bed ot moist cotton, only hut 1 always thought you would he too
an hour before, there looked I'earlesslv
up lazy to do any courting.”
at him the fresh, sweet face of a young
“Your good opinion was not wholly
girl, with sunny hair waving over a broad, undeserved,” he replied, stroking his
white forehead, and brown eyes, in which moustache, “for, the truth is, this matter
dwelt innocence and love, all set forth in was rather thrust
upon me in the tirst
the sott lints of a photograph on porceplace. You see the young Indv sent me
lain. Elbe’s face looked a revelation ot her picture before I ever saw her.”
truth and beauty to the young man someI wonder at you, Tom.” cried his
what wearied ot the conventional
type" cousin, indignantly ; “I would not have
seen among the so-called “society "iris
believed you could enter into so foolish a
“Have we a magician among ns ?" re- | trick.”
marked Tom Fletcher to himself, after
“The worst of it is that now she devainly racking his brain to account lor clares the picture is yours, aipl insists upthe astonishing transformation of a box ot on my
begging it from you,” tie continuhot house flowers into the picture of a ed,
smiling mischievously, and holding
pretty young girl. “By Jove, I have it !” the disputed likeness Indore her face.
he exclaimed aloud at last. “How those
“Why didn’t you tell me you had il ?
two girls did go down, to be sure! Well, I And the valentine, too!
Oh, tell me,
think I have certainly made something by Toni, who was it for?” and Maddy looked
the transaction, but Miss Julia must go up
coaxingly.
without her valentine;" and he rose to
“So long as Kllie hasn’t asked me that
himselt
for
not
prepare
evening,
by any question,
need not think 1 will

Tom,”
fully.

fell.
“What is it, dear?” asked Middy anxiously. “She doesn’t want you to come
home, does she ?”
“What shall I do, Maddy?" exclaimed
Kllie, in distress. “I am nearly wild.
They have taken my school away from
me. and how are we to live?”
“Itis a burning shame !” cried Maddy means
forgetting the picture, which he
with indignant sympathy.
Why did placed in a convenient position for refer*
they do it?”
ence on his dressing-table.
“They said I was too young,” answered
Meantime, consternation pervaded the
the poor little school-mistress,
bursting in- hearts of the two girls. Fifty times did
to a lit of weeping which was so unusual
they wonder as to the how, when and
as to alarm her Iriend.
where of the mysterious transformation ;
“1 am glad of it,” said Middy, decided
and when at last those points were settled,
arc
too
to
be
ly; “you
young
working in there arose the more dillieulL questions
that style. You ought to be having a how the
picture was to be recovered.
real good time instead.”
“Don’t worry, Elbe; we must just, ad“I don't mind the
working a bit,” vertise, and it will be sure to come,” said
sobbed Kllie; “but if 1 can’t work, and
Maddy, at length, consolingly.
mamma techie, and Kitty so
young and
“Yes, but the llowers will fade;” restill at school, what are we to do ?” and
plied Elbe, with her characteristic considthe sobs broke out afresh.
eration for others.
*11 let
married,” answered Maddy, brief^
“There is no help for that,” philosoKlli smiled through her tears. “If I phically returned Madeline; “and, since
the young woman has lost her valentine,
could only man y you,
you dear little comlorter!" she answered,
hugging her friend you may as well reap the benelit of it.
wanrly, with her cheerfulness already re- That pink eamelia is just the thing tor
luming. “Well, I am not going to let your hair.”
lids spoil mv visit or the party.
So it came to pass that an hour or two
Mamma

■■

gratify

you

your curiosity. Miss Eve,” replied her
cousin ; “and now tell me, what do you
think of the engagement ?”
Maddy gave him an enthusiastic hug.
was

her
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An Iowa country 'Squire concludes the
marital knot ceremony thusly: “Them
that the Court hath joined together let no
man bust asunder; but ‘suffer little children to come unto them,’ so help you
God.”

was
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reckless,
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By his father's will

an

The

next source of supply suggested was tiie Sacramento River, the
salmon ot which, though ot a different
species from that of the Atlantic waters,
is equally good, and has the advantage
of thriving in much warmer water, and
thus of being lilted lor introduction into
such States as Pennsylvania, Maryland.
Virginia, and possibly the Mississippi
Valley. To turn this opportunity to practical account, Mr. Livingston Stone, a
well-known pisciculturist, was sent to the
Sacramento River, and erected a hatchinghouse on the McCloud river, one of the
tributaries.
Misled by the information
furnished as to the spawning season of
this lish, Mr. Stone arrived on the ground
a little too late for the full realization ot
his purposes, and succeeded in obtaining
I'hese were sent Hast,
only a lew eggs
and hatched out at the establishment of
Dr. Slack, at Uloomshurry, New Jersey,
where, to (lie number of 11,000, they are
now awaiting the period ol their transfer
to the Susquehanna River, their ultimate
destination. They prove to he very hardy,
and them will lie no difficulty in greatly
increasing the number another season.
These two efforts not promising a -ill
tirieuev, Plot. Rail'd directed his efforts
son.

toward obtaining a supply from Germany,
and, on application to the Deutsche Fiseherei Verein, was informed in ii iin* German Government would give orders to the
Director of the National Hstablislnneiit at
lliiningcn on the Rhine to reserve at the
proper season 250,000 eggs as a present
to the United States.
To supplement this
generous act, and to make sure of an
ample supply, an additional bita,non was
ordered from Mr. Schuster, Burgoinmeister of Freiburg, at the Imv rate of $2
per 1,0()O—a considerable difference from
the Canadian $40.
These eggs were
duly packed up by I lie middle of January
last, and delivend to Mr. Rudolf llessel,
an experienced fish-breeder of Offetiliurg,
Baden, who sailed with them on hoard
the Bremen steamer Wi ser, which left
for New York on the isth, arriving mi
Tuesday, the fth of February. Bv the
courtesy of the officers ol the ship, who
rendered every facility in their power, tinboxes containing the eggs were placed in
a small house mi deck, where they could
lie ready attended to by Mr. llessel. They
tilled GO boxes, occupying about, seven
tons of iiicasuieiuent. The unprecedentedly warm weather which prevailed in Germany during the last of 1*72, and prior to
the sailing of tic Wescr, was very unfavorable to I lie

success

of I lie

experiment.

it hurried forward the hatching of the
eggs, and rendered them much more delicate than usual.
It was, therefore, not
surprising to find, on unpacking them,
that a considerable number of the eggs
had spoiled, though it is hoped that the
majority will he saved. As soon as the
vessel arrived, me eggs were iransnippeii
to the fish hatching establishment of Dr.
as

Slack,

where they are now undergoing
Whatever be
necessary treatment.
their fate the experience of the past season
will, it is hoped, make further effort a
the

distinguished

success.

expects very shortly

The Commissioner

to transmit the eggs

at his command from the different sources

out and introduced into the waters. Where
there are State Commissioners the charge
ol the supply for their respective constituencies will, it is understood, tic given to

them.

[N.

Y. Tribune.

A countryman in Fond du Lae put his pipe,
utter smoking it, in his coat pocket behind.
Notwithstanding the thermometer was seventeen degrees below zero, he went home in his
shirt-sleeves, and lias since “taken his meals
from the muntlepieee.”

The doctors in Florida arc working
night and day at their stomach-pumps to
prevent the human craft from sinking that
are

oyer-loaded with water-melons.

«|ii11<*

:t

minim*!

ol

wars
ail

blockade, causing

snow

a

prescribed colors, when lo! (not
Indian) 1 earn upon the astounding assertion that “she weighed a hundred
and fifty pounds" ! 1 paused, I wondered,
my breath came feebly—lowlv. I’m sure
seven

should have fainted and fallen on mv
it not been lor the lriem!!\
arms
of my broad and generous mla
1

When 1 recovered mv equilibrium I pondered tliu-ly: “Was ii fm weight and
measure that Cleopatra was distinguished
above her

sisters:1

KgypHan

Was it

Im-

pounds and ounces that Dido's sceptre
rule I in f’arthage ?
Was it Minerva's
fleetm-ss of hint and strength of muscle
in dancing the Syrian, that caused

I

I

el-owned heads to acknowledge her poweras the goddess
f wisdom and the liberal
arts?”

I pause tor an answer
Will
seholar. versed ill elussiral lore eoimthe onlielitemm-iit of mv benighted

some
to

visi,,ii,

Im

those tliii

and

its

tails

memo- v

And

;■

es

so

to

all

v

il has I>«

an\

a

I

n resrrvi

glorious Yankee nation, to parade
wonu-o before the public ga

for this

annual

fair

telling

to

u

ounce

-in

Well i-

weigh1
ingtoi

a

how mm-ii the\

long slide int-> Wa-h

I have no lion'.' Inn before tlie ; \T
Presidential inaugural! m. some <hi a !
Fairbanks will have 'iivented diamond

parlor scales, ami that it will tlii'n
thing lor ever v society he I].-,

studded

he the correct

while

saluting

the

host

her weight and

have

me

:,m|

hostes-

-n

t i:,r

t

.

!

,n

'elegraphed over the ni'iiv outinenl and
beyond, evil to China and Japan, so 'I
next morning the great T\. oon while
sipping his collie sin. 11 read in the -('hing
ehing Chronicle” the I.MShioiiahlr weight
of Ameriean belles
And somehow

something that
was

by this

I am reminded ot

or,sirred very

lung ago—
1 had not learned that wealth

long ago

so

better that brains

rated then, and knew
of human nature.

Returning

1

nnsophisti

w e

oi' hooks than

more

homo,

to mv country

three years’drill in

altera

distant seminary. I
was lain to impure alter the welfare ot
various early school friends; main ot
whom had dropped by the wav; some ill
it

to

j

untimely graves, and others into early
matrimony. Among the latter ws my
special friend and bosom companion
l-usette. Bright, lively and honest p, :,
fault : nothing had I icon wanting to
cement the bond of good-l'idlowship !•
tween us. for hadn't we l,,,th at the early
age ot ten, been through a revival to
gelhcr. and had air solve' T mrsdav
afternoon prayer-meeting.-, and been an
nonneed

"brands

as

burning,” by

snatch'd

the

limn

the Rev. Mr.

Melhitigal, an
eminent Scotch Preshytmi in, who preach
ed infant perdition, (my pen refuses t,
write the other word ') and held

“bright

and

for

others

the

(How
us

up

a

shining lights,” ensamp'es,
to

"go and do likewise

litlle sinm

the

it-

rs

have 11• 11• t*.

must

!)
Well, upon my return home

bated
to

see

as

above

almost the first pt r~.m who railed
me was I mset t
motln r
til
mi

hitious hut tearfully silly woman. Altei
mutual eoiurratulations mid impii'irs 1
said, “then you think I.u-etf, J- w. II mu:
ried.

She

replied,

lu

r

lie.*

he.unite.1

with intense satib'ietion. “<>
eeriainlv’
Ves, indeed, sin- ha- a beautiful Im-band
Why, Would you believe 11. sh" has fold.U:'
doors in her parlor!"
How I have hated
1 s, i,• ly t,
foldimr doors '. v -in,-.*
solvod IVom that minuh nr,. loin
man with Ibldinir door- in Id- home
.A
if late ever eomjm i. I m-1 in :.<• shape
1
the- proprietor
tohliurr d. oi s * w on
have them pluck- I up lex •;n
-oi- ami
east into the lire.
A nd tor »n
ted t;
Hamilton, a woman "kept her promi-.
From that time to tie- w. lnve lei.I
various stain lard <.t mat rim *i. a! -nr.
I hell il was the loldin ; I
ep «eh lit \
came the m.ii._ir-to-N i-i /•* > a 1
i1
p.
«w e-’ bnalter that the elah. -i •'
p. i
then came the II i\ .•!(;•:
a
ii: I i !
e
|
i!u* .Ii
and now i'
In !
n.
ih
!•!< d
-t
in-/ all tin* oth. ]
I.
season
in \\
web -dks ami
-n,
11 ins. and velvets, and dimmen Is enough
t" ;• i\ oti* the u 'i Me.
:■ e,.
I
ll 1U I- < .me ha li e. in tin- f iva oil V
h* \ V
>

<

■

>

-•
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-•
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Tonvi t

T11 e O m a h a 1 > •

in

Luck.

t

L

of ohc Jacob St lev. •»11 \ i«• t ! : licit < i! \
in
ls71. and sentenced !•> the I>♦ fr..i•
House ol Gorreetion I *r ten \v:ir-,
"ome irregulai ities
while I*.• 111:i
Rebecca
I j» t•» tin
inn* ol hi
n
• stra
y. mV' the !*«■•*. he had alw t\ " Iiv• 1
an honorable and
upright lile, and. eomii:
of a. good family
in IVnn«*v!vania. In*
seemed almost In*art-broi. 11 wlmn. upon
Doing imnmreil within lie- dark prison
walls, he thought o! In- former home
vent s w«tv
family and friend". Ten long
before him befort In* won! 1 again breathe
the air ol freedom. So In* thought at h a>t.
and thost future years ol impi i-».:imeni
emetl to him an eternity ot misery
1^ut in* had left behind him one "!eadf:i"t.
devoted and loving friend his wile. She
was here at the time of his trial and
conviction, ami alter he w.t< taken to Detroi:
>

tutor, if

Knglish-

man, and at tin' present time we believe
lias no occupant.
V better illustration of Bisscll’s peeuliI aritics can hardly he given, than the fol-

j lowing :
! During

ids stay at Windham, it was his
habit in Summer to dine in the open air.
One day he had just s:1t. down to a superb
dinner, when he espied passing by, one of
those vagrants which occasionally traverse
our tanning towns, and used to In' called
by the children “old stragglers.” I wen
tor one of his class he was most shabbily
attired, and gave indubitable evidence
that neither bis person or his wardrobe
had lor weeks experienced the visitation
ol soap and water.
Bissell ordered hint
to come to the table, and the vagrant,
though unwilling, dared not disobey the
anthoritive tone ot his host. By command In- took a seat opposite, and was
bountifully served with every dish on the
sideboard, the imperious tone of Ids host
compelling him to devour twice what he
needed. Dinner over. Bissell told the servant to bring a gallon of
soap, and the
party adjourned to a pond near by, when
the guest, having been compelled to divest
himself ot every tattered rag, and In ing
thoroughly overlaid with soap, was ordered to give himself a most faithful scrubbing Bissell then took him to the camp,
where his heard and hair were trimmed
and cut in the most fashionable manner.
From his wardrobe the host then selected
a
suit ol the most “exquisite” pattern,
and ordered the astonished vagrant to put
it on.
This he did with a tolerable grace
until he came to the tight Wellingtons
and white kid gloves, when his gravity
well nigh failed him. Bissell then gave
him a handsome cane, put ten dollars in
cash in his pocket, and telling him to face
the door, lie gave him half a dozen as
violent kicks as he was capable of, and
warned him that if he ever saw him in
such a sorry plight again, he would “shoot
him as soon as he would a skunk.”
It is
needless to add that the astonished wight,
in a costume in whieh he would never
have been recognized by his own mother,
left the diggings, and was never seen in
that vicinity afterwards.

■

register, had

I

1

late

the poor

keep-sakes, left before night, Ibr Vermont,
where he immediately selected a wood; land home in Washinghei e,unity where.
I'Ve are inhumed, he is still residing.
I ••Kisseli's Camp” has nevei been visited
About seven
by him but once since.
years after Ids sudden departure, while
journeying to Kosfon, he turned aside to
survey the premises now becoming dilapidated, and said that his only regret was
that he “had not put a keg of powder
under the camp and blown it sky high.”
occupied by Mr. Ashnuin,

duty

to

than pounds and

and blue satin court trains, 1 was beginning to yawn over the samenc-s ami
wishing He rainbow had more than the

; timid workman raised the alarm that the
proprietor’s means had failed, and he had
taken final leave of Windham tnrest. The
panic became general, and all the workmen, in imitation ot the first alarmist,
made haste to attach the premises.
I he
Sheriff's notice was hardly nailed to the
cabin when Kissel! returned.
11i- rage
knew no bounds. Flourishing a huge lot
ot bank notes in the faces ot the workmen. he made oaths that he would leave
the premises in payment, and taking a lew

ror

died in

Boston papers' “Washington correspondence.” After wading km-e deep i.i pink
satin slippers, point-lace llounces. white
satin petticoats, yellow.satin over-skirts,

culiarity was a tendency to Ireaks, and
nothing gave him such mortal offense as
a
suspicion ot Ids pecuniary integrity.
He had quite a number of workmen employed, when lie left the camp tor a ten
days recreation on the seaboard. Fifteen
days passed away and no return, whim a

was

of

gods

dearth of newspapers, drove im t■> the
dire necessity of perusing some, rather
modern specimens of the New York and

|

|

and ye,

avoirdupois!

The

tear as well as rage, depicted in his cotintenauec, informed liissell that lie should
j submit to that kind of courtesy no longer.
Kissed was not the fellow to make pledges
! of any sort, and the Englishman, really
i alarmed for his safely, leltthe camp forth| with.
Muring the second year of rural life at
Kisseli’s ('amp, an event occurred which
put a sudden end to the owner’s tarry in
that neighborhood.
Kisseli’s leading pe-

;

considered

more

ounces

income of s'Jimmio was at his disposal,
ami having no relish for city life, he left
Salem with the fanciful idea of building a
rude but costly retreat in some solitary
locality where he could pass his time in
hunting and spending his annuity. The
forest where they had encamped suited
his laney, and a company ol workmen
were forthwith employed to build a cabin
of rude exterior ; but the interior ot which
had a superb finish, and was provided
on.
a surplus can be counted
For this with every convenience and luxury of city
Suitable outhouses were built, and
reason, the larger the number introduced life.
at one time, the better the chance ot suc- as young Bissell had an intense passion
cess.
for limiting, a large pair of trained hounds
I,'.mill'd as above mentioned, in (heir were procured and provided tor in ni l
efforts to obtain a. sufficient supply of eggs English style. The farmers and nn ohanios
ter thmr purposes, tin- State Commisof the vieinitv were highly gtatilied, as,
sinners and the leading pisciculturists of the forest landlord made a constant dethe country, at an annual meeting of a mand for labor and provisions, ami paid
society established by them, determined them bountifully. When his hounds mnd<
to ask Congress for aid in accomplishing
depredations upon the sheep-lloeks in tin
their object.
Their appeal was met by vieinitv. and the owners complained, ho
an appropriation during the session of
paid *.-> for every missing one. Finding
1*71-72, the disbursal of which was placed that some evil-minded ones cheated him,
in charge of Professor Spencer T. Baird, he demanded that, tho heads should Ins
of the Smithsonian Institution, and at the
brought, and as this did not prevent imtime United States Commissioner of Fish position, he refused to pav nudes' any cirand Fisheries.
After consultation with cumstances. “Bisseil’s Camp" was progentlemen interested and realizing the vided with an extensive hunting appara! importance of leaving no effort untried to tus. and its owner was an unerring marksaccomplish the object, the Commissioners man. Passing by a farm yard, ii the
determined upon three methods looking “spirit moved," he shot down the finest
toward this end, excluding at the same turkey or the biggest rooster with as much
time any idea ot dependence upon the sang Iroid as he would draw his ritle upon
Canadian Government with its exorbitant a wild partridge. But the neighbors bad
charges. The lirst method was found in learned to understand him, and not a
a plan devised by Mr. Charles G. Atkins,
wort! was said on cither side until some
formerly Fish Commissioner of Maine, days after he would ride up and blandly
and practiced by him with much success j give information of the act to the housein 1*71.
This consisted in securing the | wife by placing in her hand fourfold the
living lish (principally by purchase at the value of the fowl. His experiments as
weirs and ponds) from the period of their
| a marksman, however, were not always
first entrance into the Penobscot River, so favorably regarded. He bad taken
in spring, and transferring them to a fr»sh
] with him an Englishman, a regular bred
water pond near Ruck-sport, Me
until i cook, a very necessary personage in this
their spawning season should arrive. sylvan bachelor retreat. One nay the
About GOO lish ot both -exes were thus Englishman was drawing water from ticsecured, and the eggs stripped front the spring. when lie w as startled by '.be sharp
females when ripe (about the end ot Oc- I report of a ritle and a twinge about the
tober) and fertilized by the milt ot the ! crown ot his hat. Taking it off, he found
it perforated with a ball, and rushing into
male, the total yield bring about a million
and u half of eggs.
Half the expense of the cabin, informed Bissell, who was
this experiment was borne bv the United
holding the ritle al a window, that the ball
States, and the other half by the States ol j had passed through the crown of his hat.
“-l ist what 1 intended," said the imMaine, Massachusetts, Connecticut and
Rhode Island.
It has been a distingushed i perturbable marksman.
A day Of two alter the cook tell another
success, and will, we hope, lie repea ed
on a larger scale during the coming -nelj ball as- through his hat crown, ami with

are

It is now publicly charged in New York,
that Mrs. Putnam, the widow ol Avery !>.
Putnam, who was murdered with a street
ear hook
by Foster, received $15,000 trom
a rich uncle ot the murderer lor
writing
an earnest
appeal to Governor l)ix for the
commutation of Foster's sentence.

Oti! most virtuous Cornelia,
pious Penelope, thank the
your destiny that you lived and
the days when faithful devotion

[t is well known that not a great many
Every one ot late years in driving down
years ago the rivers ot New England and j the old Mammoth turnpike through Derry,
the tributaries ot Lake Champlain and j who has turned aside upon a road
leading
Lake Ontario abounded with salmon, dur- through a deep forest in the eastern part
j
ing the proper season of the year, to such ! ot Windham, remembers in the midst of
an extent that apprentices,
paupers in the wood, a large, thoroughly built log
workhouses, and others objected to being cabin, the interior ol which was finished
fed with them more than three times a witli choice mahogany, and stil] hears
week. From the St. Croix to the Con- evidence id' its original finish and elegance.
necticut, inclusive, on the seaboard, the The cabin is known far and wide in that
numbers ot salmon were very great, and section, as ‘‘Bissell’s Camp.”
they were but little less common in the
Early on a clear .Tune day, some forty
lakes just mentioned. At the present time years ago, a young man, the only child of
the ease is very different, the only United a rich East India merchant, left Salem,
States waters where salmon occur being Mass., with some half a dozen boon coma few streams in
Maine. The cause ol panions and servants, and having traveled
their partial extermination are to be found ! imi horseback din ing the
day, encamped
in the erection of impassable dams, which just at sundown, in the centre of Windcut them off from access to their spawn- ham woods, nearly a mile from the old
ing beds; in the discharge of sawdust Mammoth road from which they had diinto the streams, by which their eggs, verged.
Dining the night the adjacent
when laid, are covered up; in indiscrimi- farmers wondered what the bugle notes
nate capture at improper times, &e.
echoing from the forest could mean, while
Similar experience abroad as to the the younger lads were reminded ot the
reduction in numbers of this valuable tUh. stories of the red coats told them by their
a id the desire to restore it to its original
lathers. In the morning curiosity led a
abundance, especially in view ol its number of the hoys to search out the cans*
commercial and economical value led to and on approaching the camp, were hailed
experiments for its rcstoinlion, and with by the leader, who told ’hem to go home
such success as greatly to stimulate effort and bring all the nice poultry and eggs
throughout Europe. More recently the they could obtain, tor which lie would pay
subject ha-, attracted attention in this them handsomely.
I he leaner ol tins ijuamt loray into the
country, and for some years past the Fish I
Commissioners ol all the New England Windham forest was at this time an
j
States have been earnest in their endeavors orphan, undertlie guardianship of Stephen
to renew the supply.
Their lirst efforts White,afterwards murdcrci liv the(Yownwere directed to the gathering of eggs in
ingshields at Salem, lie mid passed tlie
the rivers of New Brunswick, and were most ot his boyhood in Hast Indian voynot very successful.
1’hey then applied
to the authorities at the Canadian Salmon
Breeding Establishment, at Newcastle,
not fat from Toronto, and succeeded in
procuring a few thousand, at a cost ST*
per thousand in gold, a price which prevented their securing a large supply, or
one sufficient to make a satisfactory experiment. As may be readily imagined,
the young salmon when hatched and
placed in the water are liable ,'o be devoured by their fellow inhabitants, and it
is only after these have taken their loll that
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most

“Bissell’s Camp.”

Salmon.
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“SHE WEIGHED 150 POUNDS.”

NUMBER 37.

perfectly lovely!” mentioned to various establishments in
the New England and Middle States, and
somewhat irrelevant reply.
those bordering on the lakes, to lie batched

“Oh, Tom, you

Register

"In*
I

remained here, having

>

determined

leave one stone unturned
until she had secured tin* pattl.m ol hci
husband, whom she h*ved to c\e. ». She
purchased a sewing machine o I routed a
little room on Farnham street and workc.!
night and day, saving every cent above
her actual expenses to he devoted to the
“tie object of her lile—nam-lv. tie* p tnlou
of her Imsbantl.
Her efforts in this tlireetion were uncea"ing and her hope ot success undaunted,
and finally, a few days ago. tin- la it bi n!
wife was rewarded by receiving a full
pardon for her I»u"I>:* ml front President
Grant, and it arrived here a day or two
It had been secured upon tin* reago.
commendation ol Judge Dundy and other
United States officials, ami also through
tin* influence of General Striekl md, who
has been Staley's attorney and who has
kindly lent a helping hand to Mrs Staley
in her work of devotion.
But the bright
side, of the picture is yet to he drawn.
Jacob Staley, five months ago. received
information that his father died at Hunt
ington. Pa., leav^ig him an estate worth
$30,000. This afternoon Mrs. Staley started for Detroit, having in her possession
the pardon of her Imsbantl, it having been
kindly given her by the authorities. She
will be the first one to appt ise .Jacob Stales
of his and her good fortune in
obtaining
the valuable document, and upon her arrival in Detroit sin* will have the indescribable pleasure of leading her Imsbantl
forth from the House of (Correction t«» be
a free and wealthy man.
From Detroit
the then happy couple will proceed to
Huntington, Pa.,and there take possession
ot his estate.
never to rest

or

M.

Glimpses

at

the

them is satislaelory to my mind.
Tim spring I have Ivon describing,

South.

C'.>m-uponrienct*of the .Journ;il.

4 o'clock

it

inst.,

ami

morning of

the

on

the 20th

not, of course, omit

must

make mention nl

Yduiiral Hose."

is Admiral Hose P you will ask.

In

basin,

those that I

to

Who

or

saw

three inches

or

is

were

long;

A -.In rt distance

not more than two

long enough

not

the

jolliest, shrewdest, most
energetic admiral who ever trod the deck

found to

river steamer, at least on the St. John.
*1 the thousands of travellers on the river

EDITOR AND

readily forgotten.
Lest 1 may target

Yet I do not doubt that it possesses powerful medicinal qualities; remedial for those

it, 1 note here that

on

much

pains

find

to

the

out

the word V elaka, the Indian name of the
St. John, and that he had ascertained to
his satisfaction that the true translation is,
the river ot lakes. 1 certainly is descriptive ot the

river,

well

as

the

one

to which

43* Geo. P. Rowell & Co., 40 Park Row, New
York, will receive advertisements for this paper,
at the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
attention.

tween

ot

which the

ele-

43~S. IT Niles, No. G Tremont Street, Boston.

On the shore of the lake, be-

the

saw-mill,

spring

last

spoken

43* Horace Dodd, 121 Washington St.,
is an authorized Agent for the Journal.

of and the

small saline springs,
the very margin of the

some

are

boiling up

a

as

ii are administered.

impregnating

remains.

chain of lakes.
1 he first link in the chain after
leaving
Palatka is Little Lake George, about three
miles wide.
About twelve miles farther
up the river is Lake George proper: about
tar it is

the paper has been sent
it is to go.

Near by is the site ot Old Enterprise;
where many years ago there stood a small
building called a hotel: no vestige ot it

cure

at

Boston,

another, Sanford; so I
eighteen miles long and twelve .wide named for General Santonl, formerly our I
43* In sending money, state THE POS T OFDrayton’s Island, containing about nine- minister at Belgium, who is a large pro- FICE to which the paper is 9ent.«fi4
teen hundred acres, lies at its northern enprietor of lands in the vicinity, and is
trance.
Four miles above its southern en
making large expenditures in the imHome Whitewashing.
trance is the old settlement of Volusia,
provement of them : they are reported to
The Credit Mobilier business, Unit delie peculiarly adapted to orange culture.
once covering an extensive cultivation
veloped so many new tilings, brought ini leave Enterprise to-morrow morning.
all that remains to mark it is the old,
to fashion, if not into being, what ruay be
almmloned fields. It was at this point It is probable, not certain, that inv next called home
whitewashing. By this inwill be addressed to you from Si. Augusthat an English philanthropist, in 176J,
vention the Congressmen who so well
w
c.
c.-tahlLhcd a colony of about three hundred tine.
illustrate the proverb that "he who rnaketh
laden women gathered from the streets of
haste to be rich shall not he innocent,”
A Breach of Promise Case.
London
Like many other philanthropic
and go home to their constituents as black
The Argil- furnishes the billowing reschemes of a similar character, beautiful
as crows, arc painted over until the}’ rival
in theorv bin utterly
impracticable, it port ot a ease recently tried before the the lilies. No sooner had Colfax reached
tailed
On the bank opposite Volusia is Superior < ourt in that city
the quiet shades of South Bend, than a
Abide K. Whitney vs. Leander < 'Imte. i
Fort Butler, occupied by our force® durwhitewashing demonstration began, his
Action to recover damages tor a breach
the Indian wars
About lour miles above,
of promise of marriage I himages claimed constituents exhibiting as much interest
the steamer passes through the western
$8000. The parties reside in C isco and in their soiletl pet as did the mysterious
end of Dexter’s Lake, ten miles
long, one are each 23 years old. The plaintiff’s Nesbitt of the thousand dollar gifts. They
ot the favorite resorts of
sportsmen. About -torv is brief—is that she has known the waited upon Schuyler, they gathered
defendant from a child, but became more
ten miles larther oil, on the
easterly -’ide
intimately acquainted about three years around and gushingly embraced him, and
o! the, river, is Blue spring;
forming a ago, when they commenced to “keep they all brought whitewashing brushes.
i a-in about one-fourth of a mile in
company.” In September. 1*70, she went I It was laid on thick and good, and Schuylength, twenty-live yards in width, and to Windham to do housework, where -lie j ler smiled again. Speeches flew hack and
remained until the following April, re ;
varying in depth trom ten to twenty teet ;
turning but twice during that interval, at forth like shuttles busy weaving a robe of
the water F slightly
with
impregnated
which times defendant visited her at her j charity broad enough to cover the Mobilier
sulphur. Soon alter passing this point lather’s. In April Leander came down to | transactions.
Windham with a horse and carriage and I
tie liver narrows, and winds its
way tar
The lashion is next introduced at Easton
asked her to go home with him. an I she |
'•■me
twenty-live or thirty miles through
near

by

is

>

On the way home “he said he had
rather have me go with him than any one
else, and he wanted I should keep his
company and marry him, and 1 told him
I would.’’
He proposed to be married
in the following winter or spring and
take me home to hi- mother’s bouse. After
that defendant frequently call, d lo sec
her at her house, sometimes sitting with
the family, at others having a separate

.Mimerous

steamer in

landings

ascending

which

are

by the
The only

made

the river.

1

Mass., where Oakes Ames
overlooks the making of his shovels. His
friends got together to express their confidence in tlic immense

honest}' of Oakes,

and then drink confusion to his tradueers.
(>f course thw
and with

was

lashings

done in good old wine,
of choice feed. There

particular interest
is nothing like a good dinner, washed
tor you is at
Orange Mound; owned by room, and
frequently remaining as late ! down with good wine, to make a man feel
Mi Thayer Carr, son ot Thomas H. Carr, as lo
o’clock, until duly, when, with hi- at peace with himself and the rest of manwho once resided in Belfast; many of
your eonsent, she went to Lawrence. Ma-s.. to kind.
It was under these benign influ>:ie

have any

can

work.

tellow citizens will remember both father

and

The

son.

steamer

stopped long

to enable me to see

enough

at

Mr. <’

his wife and two children, and to

the

through

■u

a

He

grove.

landing

ol his beautiful
about nine hundred

portion

owns

on

the eastern haul: of the St. John a Bel-

fast
to

who has no

boy

quarrel

lines

w

have

or
disposition
Fortune, and whose
tallen unto him in pleasant
cause

ith Dame

places.
Enterprise, the shire town
Volusia county, situated on the shore
ol Bake Monroe. On arriving at the hotel,
the Brock House, 1 was gratified at findi ant now at

ot

ing that

its landlord

from our own
State, Mr. I I < ’arr, a native of Bowdoinham, formerly of the DeWitt House at
Bewiston. The house is kept, to the enwas

tire satisfaction of his
to

overflowing,

guests,

and is tilled

ll stands near the bank

the lake, in near proximity to the
springs oi which I shall shortly write, is

of

very inviting in its exterior, and in inferior arrangements is adapted to meet
the wants of the

travelling community

in

At the dose of live weeks she beence- that the constituents
came convinced that she was in a family
spoke through
l>r. Cogswell.
and
returned
And this is what the Dochone.
She
imm
aliatclv
way
informed Leander and requested him to tor was
inspired to be delivered of-—
marry her ; he declined lo have the cereIIon. Oakes Ames.—Your friends and neighbut
he
sail
lie
mony performed then,
bors tceling that some mark of respect and eswould wdien the child was three weeks teem is dtie to you from them, have gotton up
tincomplimentary reception in honor to youro il.
at
the request of LeSubsequently
under and bis mother, who i- a widow, —'ll, thereby affording themselves the gratification iff meeting yon socially, of extending to
plaintiff went to their house and remained you l he hand of welcome, ami of making vnu
through Iter sickness, the\ promised that fee! that "lie it ever so humble, there is noplace
she should never leave there again, but like home." [Applause.] We meet you as
make it her home.
When the child was friends and neighbors, irrespective oi party,
that we
show to you that during your long
three weeks old, Leander still declined to term of may
sen iee
in the United States Congress
marry her. One morning his mother said from litis di-iriet. wo have had the most perfect
the family had been exposed to the mumps eonfidenee in your honor ami integrity; that we
and for tear she and the baby might have have always been proud to claim you as a friend
and fellow -townsman, i feel confident that l
them they better go Inane and remain
ain I>'tl 'peaking the sentiment of
every true
She took her liabv and went home, where
friend .1 Mi. Ames here to-night, when I -al
siie has remained ever since, supporting that whilst others have sought to east a stigma
lair mime and reputation, we have
the child and hersell by her own labor,
j upon you:
Site lias subsequently requested the de- alw:,\s looked upon you as that “noblest work
ot (I'd—an honest man."
[bond applause.]
fendant to marry her in accordance with j I’mt 1 see before me here
to-night many of your
his promise, but he refused.
Such is the friends who are far better able than
myself to
Her father testified sound your praise and worth. So 1 will close
plaintiff's version.
w ith tli
Inflowing
sentiment:
“The
Hon.
Oakes
that soon after his daughter’s return Irom :
Ann-bike gold from the crucible, he lias
Windham, Leander asked his consent to
passed through tlie tierv ordeal and come out
marry his daughter, which lie gave.
brighter and purer." [Applause.]
1 lie dotendanl denies that lie over prom“Inspiring, bold John Barley-corn”—
ised to marry Abide or asked the father'
wind, will lie not, prompt a man to say P
consent to such an alliance,
lie
he

j

land; Ins house, the most Mew
England-like one 1 have seen on the iver,
is beautifully located on a shell mound. 1
do not leel at liberty to stale what sum lie
paid for this property, nor what sum he
lets been ottered tor it by a
party desiring
to purchase' lint I am happy to
say, as
v'uti will be io learn, that there is living
ol

lores

j

j

says
lias known her over since they were children ; that he has \idled the family, having business with the family often, and at
other times

visiting

the

family generally.

In April. 1871. lie went to carry a man
down to Saecarappa and on his return
through Windham Abl.ie hailed him and
wanted him to carry her home : that on
the way home lie did no! propose ami
nothing was said about marriage, in regard to the child lie says that lie Ins settled with her in lull, and introduces in evi-

dence a paper signed hv lie plaintiff, in
which lor a certain sum she releases him
from any claims she may have upon him
under the bastardy act. all claims for
breach of promise of marriage and in fact
for all claims she may have had on him
since the creation.
Plaintiff says she did sign the paper;

particular, save that it is not large
enough to accommodate all who come as
'■onitortably as its landlord would desire.
1 have not seen in Florida any place ot
resort preferable to this for invalids seeking a quiet place ol refuge. There is a
large number of sail and row boats on the that while at heundcr’s
lake, and an ample field lor the sports- jamin C. (Jay and his
told her he would
every

man

at hand.

near

Within

a

few rods of the

landing there

side of the

piei. a spring strongly impregnated with sulphur, and on the
other side another spring as strongly impregnated with iron the two are not more
is, on

one

To escape the imthan four rods apart.
putation of partiality, I take a tumbler lull

from both before breakfast,
tizer.

They

the cup of

as

an

appe-

quite as palatable as
coffee that follows, but are,
are

probably, much

not

more

conducive to the

health.
About

a

mile and

a

ball from the hotel

home lie ••a.i Benfriends :her and
pay her Sdu toward defraying the expenses until they could be
married and wished In r
give him a iv
eeipt of 'he same. She signed if without
reading it, at' er which Mr. (Jay read it,
but, as she says, did not read the paper
as it
now reads.
Defendant also introduces testimony from his mother, sisters,
aunt and one or two outside the I'amih of
declarations of plaintiff at different times
that beamier never promised to marry
her. There is no evidence ol any letters
between the parties, and plaintiff leslifies
that he never took her to ride but twice,
and never to any place ol amusement.

T',e jury

tir.able

agree, standing eight for tho plaintiff and four for dc
fendant.
were

spring called Green Su'
phur Spring; it is very appropriately
there is anothei

to

an example ot.
All
mistaken clemency on tie- part
of Gov. Pix have been swept away, and
it now appears certain that on Friday the
a

there will he

in New York eil

one

less murderer

poor and dilapidated
a larger expenditure than
usual was absolutely necessary for their repair. The crowded condition of -ome or the
primary schools was also mentioned, and the
need ol another primary school building or
room, with a capacity for fifty scholars, discussed somewhat. Finally a committee, consisting of N. F. Houston, I. W. Parker. F. IT.
Durham, M. P. Woodcock, E. K. Boyle and
Stephen Bicknell, was chosen to report at an
adjourned meeting the estimated cost of

Our readers may not all remember the
atrocious nature of this crime. Avery P.
I’utnam, the victim, was in a New York
street car, in company with a young ladv,
whom Foster grossly and repeatedly in-

Putnam, tjs the protect' r of the
young lady, interfered, and sharply and
indignantly rebuked and warned the offender, in the sight and hearing of the
other passengers. This made the halfdrunk rowdy sullenly angry, and he went
upon the driver's platform, mmtoring

hook,

terri-

a

what terms tiie Academy building could be
had o: the trustees for that purpose, and the
probable cost of repairing the lower story
of it for a high school room. The meeting adjourned to meet at the same place in two weeks
viz. on Wednesday the 26th inst, at the North
Primary School Hoorn, at 2 o’clock P. M.
It will he seen that this adjourned meeting
on

ble weapon, and rained blows upon the

victim’s head until he fell dead.
was

nothing palliating

about the crime. It

or

was not

very

mgs. It was also voted that the same committee he requested to report the estimated
cost of building a school house of a capacity for
titty pupils, including a lot. The matter ot
establishing a free high school, under the recent
net of the legislature, was also discussed, and
the same committee was requested to ascertain

you do, and when you get off I’ll give
Watching for the moment
you hell.”
when Putnam stepped from the ear. the
ear

a

thoroughly repairing the two school buildings
on the common, including among other things
new floors and plastering, new seats and
windows, and furnaces for warming the build"

threats ol vengeance, which he afterward
repeated in the hearing of the driver,
“Damn you,” said, lie, “Pm going as far

There

extenuating

done in haste,

for he rode

by whole squares after making
It was not an unlucky blow,
the threat.
for lie repeated it again and again, until

will he a very important one. and »hould there"
fore he fully attended. Let us go—not predetermined to vote for every measure proposed
nor against everything—but for the purpose of

certain his blows must he mortal. It was
vindictive, fiendish murder, as revenge
for the victim’s care for a lady under his
protection. No red-handed ruffian over

acting deliberately and wisely upon the several
questions relating to this most important subwent to the scaffold with a blacker record.
ject of our schools. Our school houses are cerNever did assassin more richly merit the
tainly m a poor condition, much poorer than
extreme penalty of the law. it is claimed they ought to be in, and in much poorer condithat he has very respectable connections; tion than is found to exist in this respect in
then is it. the worse that lie was not re- every other larger place in the State. We are
far behind the times; our school houses area
discredit to the city: and though it is not so
easy to pay money as we all wish it was. we
cannot in justice to ourselves and the community
longer neglect taking some •'tops in the right

spectable himself. His wealthy relatives
have declared that he shall not hang : then
should those in authority know neither
fear

favor, and declare, as they have,
that he shall hang. Criminals will lake
from the event an admonition that will lie
wholesome. Lite will he safer in New
nor

direction and towards permanent improvement*
Citizen.
A Jefferson

ll Mr. Ann

had furnished the Doctor and

s

all who followed him with each one of his
most capacious scoop shovels, he couldn’t
have piled the whitewashing on thicker.
The noblest work ol God seems to be a
railroad director who places stock among

('oiigre.'smen
it
t■ >

the most

will do
most

at out -tenth its value “where

people

It will

good.”

seem

that God has made some

tilings nobler than that.
(it

(lakes saw

Chicago,

admitted, and there is no attempt to excuse it. except by saying that Foster was
intoxicated, which is no excuse at all.
The Governor concludes by saying that
“if he did

correspondent

sends

us

on me

disregard

man

who

the (railing gun campaign, and indicating
that civil service reform don’t apply to the

family.

of purpose attain this end, we may
be forced to acknowledge the dis-

-—There is a Ivu-Klnx row at l.ake City.
Florida. Armed and disguised mobs have
surrounded the houses of citizens, tired
into them, and made threats ol muvdet It
certain obnoxious persons do not leave the
locality. But this is a radical row. between
two wings ol the party, am! no Democrat

heartening truth that there is nothing so
cheap or so ill protected as human life.”
These are winds of gold. All honor to
the

sentiments and firmness ol
Governor Dix.
correct

Come, Ulysses, get out
your proclamations, suspend the habeas
corpus, and move your squadrons.
is

The latest returns from New Hampshire
make certain the dele

llililtard,

ol

ocrat. in the first district.
ocrats. Hell and

Parker,

dem-

Hie other demare

ensures

Straw’s re-elec

as

ever1

v\ as

and

We

now

of Brooks,

responded

Correspondence

a

happy

man-

await returns from the homes

Patterson, Kelley,

and the rest

ol the noblest works ol God.

certainly

he out

of

They will
fashion if they don’t

drinks and go into ectacies
ov.-r each
particular noblest work. Let
them he heard from. I>\ all means
meet,

take

Tin' very bitter tight between the
ITiuitoi) l imes ami the Pioneer, which
also includes Mr. Powers, late Collector, lias i.ikeii on the lorin of a libel suit,
flic ‘I iiiii-s having printed the affidavit of
colored servant girl that Mr. Powers
made improper advances to her on several

whom some

by Harvey
seized goods

done.

<»t money

required
pay
on the town bonds, issued m
port and Bangor Railroad.
Mr. Wholly, who has charge of the construe"
ti'*n ot the road, under t’ol, <Iowan, is driving
matters—paying no heed to the terrible storms
•f late.
Most of the horses employed at Herd’s
brook were taken with the epizootic last week.
These teams have recently been brought from
the western part of the state, and have never

Buekspnr.. against
irregularities were charged

to

the

accruing interest
aid of the Bneks-

attacked yvitli it before.
John A. Buck, Kip, of < hi and, is the present
owner of a cane which has deeended to him in
been

Co., of Lowell, says the
in bis

Mar. 18.

a full meeting of our town, yesterday, it
voted that all manufacturing enterprises
established here before the 5th of March next,
employing more than two thousand dollars
capital, shall he exempted from tax ation tor a
term of ten years.
It will be recalled that the
>um of two thousand dollars is fixed
by state
laws as the lowest amount to be tints exempted.
It was also voted to raise by tax the amount

of

were never

ok sport,

At

the steamer
Booth,

r

was

to the

—Mr.

of the Journal.
15

the point ol this
in

He got

Bucksport.

Letter From

Oapt. Koix. who was very much attached
deceased, was especially solicitous
ner.
What man wouldn’t under the cir- that nothing should be left undone. And
lb* had left Washington in when the
cumstances.
suffering man was dead, the
bad odor, and had discover, d at his very
the body carefully laid out,
had
Captain
hearthstone the place that Jack Fat stall' so enclosed in a casket.# and forwarded
by
longed tor, “where a commodity of good express to his friends. The loss of CapF
names could be had.”
Higgins was severely felt by ail on board
course

reception,

who Insulted her.

alderman.

an

tiling possible

for bis comfort and recovery

a man

in Portland knock-

Col. Smith, of tin' Portland Press, is
climbing the steep where tame’s proud
temple shines afar. He has been elected

the condition of Capl. Hig-

discovered,

17.

-ueei
was

single garment dapping,

a

possession, I
for Harvey |

regular sin-cession from the founder of this
and that he lias done no work
: i"\vn
and from whom this place derives its
since 1871.
The eldest son in each generation
! its name.
has been the guardian of this justly prized relic.
-Portland is proud of the sale of
O00 worth of goods to a Denver merchant. I The cane bears the following inscriptions on
: separate plates inserted in the wood:
—Hamlet wanted his mother to "look on
<’o|. Jonathan Ruck, Founder of Bucksport.
the picture " That’s what the subscribers j Hied March 18, 171*5, aged 70 years 20 days
lonathan Buck Ji. Ksq., Died March 27,1824.
to the Augusta Literary
Companion wish ! aged
72 yrs. 11 mos. 28 days.
to do, hut can’t
Rev. Benjamin Buck. Died Dec. 10, 1*44,
aged 70 years 21 days.
-A State Fair, in aid ol the Maine
l>ea<- -II John Buck. Died Feb. 18, 1872, aged
General Hospital, is to he held at Portland 70 yrs. 11 mos. 25 days.
The East Maine Seminary is more fully atin ,) une.
tended at present than for a number of wars
-The Biddeford Democrat has a por- past, ami i*
growing in popularity every duv.
trait of Wagner, the alleged isle ol Shoals
Hancock

|

Municipal

Officers

Elected.

Troa

Moderator, Jason K-dPs; Clerk,Titos.
V. Tvler: Selectmen. Jason Estes,
George E.
i'vler. Isaac C. Libby; Treasurer and Collector,
w. S. Stevens; Sup. School Com., Charles R.
Merrick, James B Morrell, Milton Carlton;
Auditors of Accounts, Nathan Rogers, Philo p.
Estes, John Wood.
Freedom.
Robert Elliot, George Barlow,
J. H. Fuller, Selectmen; Charles Sylvester,
Clerk. .1
H. Fuller, Town Agent; Eltslm
Johnson, Treasurer; Henry G. Barlow, S. S.
Committee: Albert llall, Collector and Constable.
Wai.doboro. Isaac Reed, Moderator; Geo.
W. Sprowl, Clerk; Isaac Reed, Gorham H.

Feylor,

Otis Miller, Selectmen ; Richard Welt.
Win. H. Levensaler, William Eugley. Assessors; John Richards, Treasurer; Christopher

Feylor, Agent; Geo. W. Caldwell, Auditor; L>.
W. Maservcy, S. S. Committee. Mr. Reed was
nominated by both parties, but declined; yet

thejteople elected

him nearly unanimously.

Senators Getting Rich.
It is easy to
count twenty or twenty-five Senators who
came here poor, and who are now revelling in wealth.
Everybody knows it.
The surprise is that honest moil counte-

such unblushing rogues, and have
not demanded investigation.
Tolerance
has encouraged crime, until seats in the
Senate are sold at legislative auctions, ns
we have recently seen in Kansas, South
Carolina, Nevada and elsewhere. It. is
said that Jones paid nearly $400,000 for
his place from Nevada. First he bought
the primaries, then the candidates for the
Legislature who were tricky, and finally
the votes at the polls in the doubtful
counties. [Washington Correspondent N.
Y. Sun.
nance

A fox

The most

since

lightnient prompted
untiring ladies who champion
say it is

(>t the making ol

larger growth, there is no end
in this city brought out a line
of automatic bears about
these have been

about

are

*

j

inches hi'/'1,

eight

key introduced

a

inside mechanism

some

lor
a

The Observer * iv- that tlie ootrage ease occurring in Milo 1 a-t winter. I* '*u trial at Dover.
Bum i- supposed Io ha\e be.*ii the principal in
tbc at
ini- ail ai
I'le jury rein rned a verdict of a**!
uiitv on i^e -ounl tor rape, but
D h nd *uts tiled exception-.
guilty of i- mlt

their paws up and down, open and
shut their mouths, put their heads to the
door and raise them, and go through

other comical motions. A dozen of hem
in a shop window, all wound up and go-

\m« ri. all
iV
that hut a lilt!' more than
u-ii il amount «.! logs will be ml ai d
on tin* river at F.IDworth, the present
winter, owing to the unprecedented depth of
snow
f-'i' tile same reason, several teams have
already <mine out of the wood* and others are

dangerous places, which
heap vengeance upon hi- lu-ad
the disappointed youths. One eve-

ing of
seryed
from

course

to

mystery

thin

ice

lie

ol

pond

hoys are jubilant in that neighbor
hood, but the gentleman tail to ippiveiate home produce in the shape id ice.

The

A

Malpractice

Case.

Correspoudtntv ol tin .Journal.
Kooki.and. March 111.
In the Supreme Judicial < '• .11 rl. now in
session in this city, Judge Cut tin.", pn-siding, the ease ot Jaine-, W Snvward, !»\
his next Iriend. against Dr. Win
of

Union,

tor

malpractice,

is

on

A

AlhcI

trial

excites great interest, and all the prominent physicians in the county are in at

tendance to testily as expert
Di. Pro--I,
ol Bellast, is also present.
i'he w 1
alleges that hy negligence and ign one
in

dressing

the

of the

hoy’s arm. which
had received hut slight injury the A
u
lation was stopped, mortification
-.1,
and amputation became ms-e-.-.-ii am
a
a,
tills testimony lias m»i ,e[ i■
i,

1

,•,,

'I'he

damages

are

laid

at

ten

..earn!

dollars.
Alhee

Dr.

physician of some
He is being delemb d
years’ practice
by A. G. Jewett, of Bellas) and D A
lie pknntiil iia
Mortland, ot Rockland.
tor bis counsel Messrs Gould

A

Moniv.

of Thomaston.

day
tinue
A

of

The trial began onl’iiwill pi 1 bably con
the whole of this weel

lasfweek, and

during

Maine Man

a

Defaulter at Savannah.

The Savannah News, al'tei staling [In l
it was at first unwilling in come-et ai,v

suspicinn

of eriine with

the sudden di.Vilen <i.
Jones, general book-keeper nl Southern
Bank ot I he Slate nl (1corgia, in Na v :i mm li,
says that subsequent events hav- -Imwii
that he was totatlv unworthy of this consideration. it adds—
It now appears that Mr, .lone--, who i
a native ot
Bangor, Maim and tint vo
years a resident of this city, h
long been
concocting his scenic of villainy, taking
advantage ol his position and lie confidence that was reposed in him under the
presumption, from his outward et.ndiiet,
that lie was a good and moral man
Ills
position gave him control of the sight -x
changes on New Vork, and nis scheme,
as
developed, consisted in tilling out the
blank cheeks in his own favor, signed b\
flic cashier, tearing them out of the hook
and marking the margins
cancelled
After leaving his wile in Charleston,
which it now seems was done a a hliml
to throw suspicion from him until lie 1, ,J
accomplished his purpose, and was mu <fi
the reach ot the ...
the saintly .tone-,
proceeded direct to New Vork, where tn
presented the chocks in person and drew
the money.
In which direction he turned
his moral countenance then we know not,
hut it is to tic hoped that Ids wayward
career will soon lie '•cheeked.”
The amount ot the defalcation was affixed by rumor at between $53,000 and
$65,000, but we arc authorized by the
board of dim dors to state that the amount
will not exceed $30,000. and that the re
serve-fund of the bank is more III in sutti
cienl to cover the loss.
The capital stock
will remain unimpaired. The defaulter
was the only officer in the hank who was
not under bonds.
Mr. Jones, who aspired to the dignity
of a deacon, and who lias figured in a icligiotis role, will, in the mean time, he

appearance from that eitv <>1

looked after.

Picture.
Thousands and thousands of dollars
were spent in getting tip the
Inaugural ion
Ball. [Washington Dispatch
Look

And

on

This

Then

This.
Washington, Mareh o. Ah-\. tvtts. a,
one-legged soldier, died last night, at the
on

station-house, probably from exposure m
eident upon waiting in the extreme cold,
yesterday, to draw his pension at the pension office, in tlie cellar ol the eii-hnn
house, in this city.
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11l met Frederick Stein,
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anoyant
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tot-!
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I
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negative, but his -urp,
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ami hi>
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I

1

w as

I h.m that
only pass wa- ,c Aim-ri -an Ivi.-ltl,'»..i
ai!
.-lit. me
iuy upon it. he stub-d that I w
with this assuraina- I .-aim to Philadelphia
and proceeded to New York.
1 _- *l there it *.?
'•’.■luck and straved ahmit aii-l slept in the streets
until morning
1 lid md know that I had *
iieu I

a

my

!

triend there, but

-u th
... \:
im-ru m
I met
Isaui Di.\on, at ivhusif housi l had i\ed in Ba
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Frederick

b\

his

orator,

iavery
Mr. Douglas is
mii

—

Monday

of

Douglas, 'die Well

subjtct being

movement in

<

the slaveholders
method' of
ap*

i

had

“hp

-a

ativ

veiling
Monday

known

the Uisiorv

the lfmtt tl Mates.

a man ol medium stature, ami
person. He was born of a black
mother by a white father, ami has the usual
mulatto e nnpl- xion, but not the negro featureMe fi. e., \,vpt in eo|,.r i< like that ot white
southerners. Hi- hair i- iron gray, ami worn

I-me, bushed straight baek from hi- lore heat 1
He i- apparently about sixtv years old. He Irian
i- v manuer upon the
platform, speaks slowaml !• liber itelv, ami only occasionally rises to
:<!• '•1 hin
like declamation or flights of
oratory.
The lecturer reviewed the history of the antie

I'd:
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“Who is Kav
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Hie lino gale may

that
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let'
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..!

now 0.

t

unle-s
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Monday attempts

of

t ,,t)

,>

sileb.

■

e.iutliet, a long and doubtful one, in
" iiieh the a itators had small
symputliy at home
•oid less abroad, l! is not yet out of the leach

-laveiv

destiny croakers of the old world. «m of
those at hoim- who, never having favored putting mail into the constitution, now want to pm
* oid there.
IVople are troubled, he -aid, about,
of tin*

black supr nru \ ami tin* destiny of theeoiinti v.
and suine an- full of forebodings. He remembered a i-v a w nf I’m-lc 'Tom's ibin in Rlarkwoo.l's Magazine, in which the writer imu—.I
!"m

leader- by giving :• portrait d the Culled
iff- a humlre.l years from that time.
It was

to b-

portion annexed to F.ngasunder,
inid, then re-united ami beta,me an empire
w .tli a black
mperor. Changes almost as start‘111g liavi letuallv taken place.
There has bet n
rent

a

The

i.

wells and

Freight and tr
road and b »»;.

which color may ei lim me. Out of all this vv ill
the predicted black emperor. It i- not to

conn
!■(■

immediate, and

von

on

account ot

\

occasion
We

it.

to cross

:l

ueedn t borrow troub

Lincoln said, there is no
until v«m get to it.

stream

adv ised to forget the past ill OUT at
which I do not concur. The danger is
that wshall foigi‘1 loo '..tin.
Though bo n
l

are

drink tin- eupto
.i* bitter di eg. and though but thirtv five v« urs
have p-C'*ed since I amc out of bondage, it is
uid reared

a

•'lave and

in

dc

to

ditli< nit to realize the character

now

ot

tlnij

bondage. It seems as unreal as a dream. We
annof atford to forget the past and its lesson*
li i* painful to ditfer from t man like Mr Sumin
but I do.
I cannot forget that slaver' was
not abolished because of it* wrongs, bill as a
military necessity. The war that begun in the
intere*i of *laverv on both <*.des, ended in
|n the end both
liberty to slaves on both *i,le
appealed to INunpey to tight for them.
..

Tho*c who

will be amazed at
tie
altitude ot the » hristiau church toward
slavery. Ml dt nominations made bountiful use
u

tie- text

come

alter

us

servants

obey your masters.” But
the churches opposed slavery. In
Lonac a. many years ago. Dr. Modwiu wrote a
boot, arguing
th;^ there was no right to b.ipti/e
a

1

"

L d

negro,

water

on

v*

strange that it should be a sm to put
a negro, or a negro into the water—

but they don’t object to putting him into hot.
water. To he sure, in order to be baptized,
the subject must have a soul, and the negro
couldn't say his soul was his own.
Men
were sold to build churches, women
to support missions, and babies to buy Bibles—
and all lor the glory ol Moil.
Ibilpits were

supported bv blood stained gold, and pulpit in turn supported the infernal system.
There w« re :uiti-*lavery mobs in pious Boston.
Twelw years ago I was collared by a mob in
Ilia! city and hurled down the
stairway of a hall
and lor advocating
principles that are m»w in
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a

•lapau oveiflow toward u-. They bring with
t!i« m the i ra* lit ions of imperialism.
These people are not white like you and 1 laughter.>
The fa t i- I stand midway, and hardly km»w

a

ma\

|

freight

of

amount

Was

n i'y.
Covernm. nt i- n-.iv on the -i !•■ ,.f equal
ligli:-, ml ii i- in the eonsiitutiou that no citizen
hall be denied tho .* riglds on c-count of
I ice, rulul' or pfev ion- colldit mu ol
ervitude.
I’rejudi.e :ir- uniting away the world over.
The teemiii
population- of China, India and

o'

tin-

lii! that
We tend t.» ext»m>ioii soutliw Oil, ami
there tli the people are dark : ami they all gravitate to ii
W hite supremacy is not to be longer
relied on.
The irrepressible negro, whose tit
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istent-.

Horsey A W oodw ud -»re go-n.
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tie- manulaeture ot clothing, and want -anno
girl-. See adverti-emeut.
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be that of slavery,
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Vn | 1 am tin Honorable Fred. Dmiggres-.
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Ther** have been quite a large number ot
tried by women justice* of the peace in
philanthropii and generous-mimied citizen.
Wyoming Territory. Out of the whole numb.a
but t\v•. ca*"s have ever been can it*.I to a high- While in in the itv. where I rem ..m-d several
er
iiit. by appeal or in any other manner
aw
days. | visited the Tombs, and tie-re l
and in both of thost* eases tin* decision of the
I Isaac Hopper, who, foi the great otTem ■< *-l a
I• 11:a!e magistrate was sustained and her judga
-i
in mak
ment confirmed.
| sjstiny ‘'Tom,* well.known eh.-.-r c
iny his escape, was mi leryunr 11a..
Factor) operatives, alter the exhaustion of t
Mr. Douglass said h- ha-1 iv-p' ’in- stow
lone day of labor i- overheated and poorly ventilated rooms, need a stimulant that i- nourish- secret until this line-, because tic- .-..mlm-n-r
ing a* w< 11 as wanning. Neither tea nor coffee who allowed him tu pa
1'imn P iltiim-i
I
with all their agreeable properties, i* so emiu re-p.»n d-m iPhiladelphia Would
nently suited to meet this need a* m Cocoa ot
His master tor the p. ,iuni v
\1
,,i t.- -ns
Chocolate. That prepared'*) Walter Baker A
\p-»-! Co., Boston, lias the highest reputation the tained, ami because he i.-l n -1
vvi-rl.l over. T’ry il!
his friend ^taul' \
hi
h. b, ! u
w mi
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sympatlis bv th twin-to the extent ot levelling .1
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days has shown hi
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Philadelphia. bon ml

cases

placards on posts and trees tailed i lb
< >I• I Sol in tiedeserved effect
pa-’ feuthe

I

wav.

I’arimm advertises for ."»♦!<) teetotalers to go
with hi
big show next season. lit* does not
then. lor exhibition, a* might lie sup.
pose* 1, for they would be a natural euriositv.
* rve
!.*
Dut
a* grooms, teamsters, etc.
A
Western papei suggest* that he should purchase a Young Men’s Christian Association.

valuable cow came not to her ne
customed quarters for tin-night. and the

ning

him

s.

been

|
[ person.

want

steady Down East. Near his residence j
a pond which in summer add
much to
the beauty ol scenery about his well kept
place. In winter the boys oi the vieinil"
make merry the glassy surf:. thereof
with coasting and skating,
lhimig the1
last cold weather, much to the vexation
ot the boys the gentleman cut Irom the
pond eonsideiable ice lorluture use, leav-

^an

w"as ti

from

am;

amin iti'»n.

the

hail led

th“

who

'•ar.

must

hail the

no

man named
and

-.

\t about two Y lock Thirsds afternoon I v\«>
little bo\ s and a link girl, none of the children
y. ai* of age were playing upon the
ice ai Basin V
Hue
wle ii by 1 terrible
:t« .■.• I. nt ail iln- <■ of them were drown- d.
The
bodi*■ h ive I .een ..n red

over seven

ing through their motions, was a very
comical sight, and attracted a big crowd.
These toys arc afforded for live dollars
each, which is not an unattain ilile figure

a

more,

Fortunati Iv I met
w!-" :v» 1 in Ba 1»•
lb resembled me in
I obtabmd
sii:
-t

and his protect on pape.
ami
in thi> apparel, provided with th-- ie
ai v
I'vls
air- I nn
articles, I, in “September
liherty. I yot l-aa- Kbod'-s intake m\ hun-lle
and, by arranyeuieiil. alter the train si u-ted he
Ihrew ! -ii, ami I r.«11 II- amt -uiiij -1 a lie

*

move

with

sailor’s eloth'

■

them to

from place to pa-

-•

has been paid.

on

pa>s

stature,

drowmal.

1 he Ka-tern lu-urance Company of Bangor,
\uted to withdraw from business.
The
eompaii) lost sitii>,000 by the great tin in Boston, in s i* w of w hich the action of the stoekholdeis i- taken, bin every cent of its losses

and

for those born with Alter poons in their
mouths; but the little harefcet ol tiestreets must forbear their hears.
Not many miles from the city dwells a
ol
man not unknown to the inhabitant

j

ha*

among the fur
cans

<

A

their haunches, covered with fur white nr
black, and look very life-like, with por
eelain teeth and glass eyes. When wound
up by

at

lady in ( lintoi has recently- given birth to
tiare children. A council of three Clinton
physicians and one prominent doctor from
Worcester decided, a few days before the affair,
that -he had the drop-y.

was

■

parent ly insurmountable, | .• nc.ai ! an idea
that 1 iatuld secure lll> t ec. -b\ d|Vs>jny u
sailors clothing and making a surreptitious reBut I i; a ii" | a; "is by which I "llld
treat.

Klmira, recently presented
her lover with in elahorately eonstrin-ted on
wiper, and wa- a-;oni-hed ilie following Sunday to -eu him enter church, wearing it a- a
lady

voung

and

••sitting

ii :mi
:tr
11>
-mum ma .1
in a >iii|.
business of hu-' al p- ntermu and tu Ik in.’.
'*ui •wulliloi's
Here 1 ha.l lia-quei, u.t<
I
fee I in*.' l
and in ; li.m 1 thouyli- ! .Iis<
Alliemyn tie dirtisympathy an.I kimlm-eulties and obstacles acam-d cm ape w-rc ap

tli

The bank books • f Hem v Menagcr. the s aw-windier arn sled in New York, shows
that he has dune a Im-im-ss amounting to a
thousand dollars per week since January 1-t.

will

ot

tii work

The Ohio Senate adopted a resolution
u-urnot oiilv the members of (.’ongiv-s who
\ ‘’Ied for increase of pay, b.;t also all those who
took the pa\ attei voting against it.

An Illinois widow has brought a -uit for
damages against a * ilonn keeper because her
husband, while on his wav home from the -a!'*.»n in an intoxicated state, fell into the river

TIua

lie rage ever since.

it a slave was found out>ide :*e limits >i In*
master’s plantation he would b Hal*!-- :
boo
I iv:i*. pul
*ut «*t pi
by what right he w

cravat.

assortment
m• i-

Nineteen locomotives out ol tb* f»4 on the
Maine Centra! railroad were laid up for repairs
during the late storm**. The mo-t .»( them were
repaired at the shops in Align ia.

1

V dealer

hi i -1

Paul. Minn., baby is the subject of a
hub- is corpus sued out by his mother
in consequence of his being detained as collateral
security for an unpaid board bill.

that time made my e^sap
I !ia«l been -cut u
to Baltimore by master to a brother ol his Po
safe keeping, but it w
a *«traiige m>»\.•iit<*ut '•>
semi me sixty miles mu* r tm liberty. Wlien
-< aping, 1 looke<l
I determined on
about for
I lie proper means to areomplish my purpose
At that time great vigil inw i- r\.u-ei>ed bv
the authorities. Kvervbody w e w ddied. and

that

toys

ingenious

the amusement of ehihlren ami those

\\

wh > took
a labe curl

\

in good time.

right

come

While slavery existed 1 ha I good iva^ous for
telling the story of m\ escape from bondage,
and now that that great kind i-over, I do m*t
know any good reason vvh> 1 should not tell it

not

dust

cause

being lost

tar from

very

j

I'lm

progress has been made, and that it

>

ing

The

the

lows—

\ St.
writ «>f

Legislature calmly
petitioners for

him to vote \m.

morn-

death.

seventy-six

Minnesota youth struck his horse with a
him go.
The horse, three fingers,
went off so quickly that nobody
to
feels quite competent
say which started first.

Voted the

■

man

A

even the big wooden codfish,
symbolical of a great industry, has seemed to wiggle his tail in alarm.
I wonder

leave to withdraw.

a

>

gun to make
and the gun

and (4eiier.il

Woman’s .Journal sadly hut not di pairingly records the result this week, .and
compliments the one Democrat whose

Portland,

v da\'»,
I
If Iiin
Mr. l>oiigi:.t*» aid le had
s
for the first time, related tin tnaniu : »»l hi
cape from slavery. He would repeat it now
It was his second att* mot. the first having lullstoi v. as («>1
ed. He then proceeded w ith 1,

Ohio with a strap
former captivity,

>•

led until

provokingly
female suffrage

:i

ment.

Court ol this commonwealth. To the State
House have gone all the strong-minded
who favored, and the weak-minded who
opposed ; and they have orated and u ang-

and

in

in

on

oiuler-sirie.ken man in Providence
lady to ride and came home People genoallv imagine that it wa»
marvel
apendant to his seal-skin |
ous reeit-d. bid it is one of tin- nm-t simple aim
cap.
oven.
I
that « till
Residents in the suburbs of Bangor are dis- commonplace -u>rre>
cussing the mutter of a division of the city, was owned in Talbot <*unty. « u th♦ eastero
they being dissatisfied with municipal manage- shore of Maryland, in 1
.,nd a few \ irs aft*
is he
with

your cheeks."
Boston, yea all Massachusetts, has been
agitated over the discussion of the woman

the wordy warfare. the

lately caught

was

> naior ( handit i< so delighted
with his
grandson, the -on "I Representative Hale, that
he has given the boy s*f)t).000 already.

by Scripture license, ‘bloweth
where it listeth”—and there. 1 suppose, is
an end of it. So, “blow winds, and crack

if his whole fish skin would settle this
dish ot disturbed coffee! And after all

is an indictable offence in
declared bv the Supreme Court.

Hiram Allen

the wind,

suffrage question by the great

.-•>

year- <>! age, ft-1 i down stairs, Thursday
ing. I. ae! n ring his -Unll and causing his

were

growl,

to

use

no

h

around Ins neck put
thirtei n \ ears ago.

At snob a time there is
little compensation in the thought that
stockings are clean and garters emBut its

on

111>!•-*-,-lipping

most enviable.

broidered.

>siv« set<,
l»ur ed.

New York.

these wide and windy streets, until the
snug rigged masculines, sailing along
without

Iowa danced in twenty-six
wager, and in tour days

A foolish girl in

Boston, March

shut.

T>KATlf UK A.N OLD Sl'A l U I AIN.
(’apt.
John Higgins, who for many years w;i- masher
of meii hnnl vessels sailing from this and other
ports, died yesterday morning in Boston, on
board the steamer Katalidm, of paralysis,
liewas struck with paralysis while on the trip
from Bangor to Boston, and although every
effort was made to relieve him, medical aid
proved unavailing. Capf. Higgins belonged in
Hampden, where lie leaves a wife and fv- or
three children. He was -ixty-tive yt ars of ace.
a prominent member ofthe Masonic Fraternity.
and his death will be mourned by a large circle
of friends. [Bangor Whig.
was

woman

up, and she knocked him down again.
Then lie concluded to keep his mouth

—

gins

accused

ed down

tion.

As soon

even

A muscular

re-elected.

There is no choice for Governor, and
both brandies of the Legislature are re-

publican, which

place.

The President has re-nominated brotherin-law Casey to the New Orleans Custom
House, thereby giving official sanction to

fellow, must be made to feel that tiis own
is in certain peril. If xve cannot by firmsoon

interchange

both sexes.”

a

Mr. Bout well’s

strikes a murderous blow at the life of his

ness

"the

people.
Judge Richard son. Assistant Secretary
ut the Treasury, has been nominated to

the supremacy of the law will be

livery

lo

persons
That means, of course,
that it helps them to get married, and
thereby becomes a blessing to bashful
■

of the

inflexibly maintained,

and devoted

of ideas and sentiments between

the evidence and
Courts, the inevitable
effect would he to impair the force of
judicial decisions and break down tinbarriers which the law has set up for the
protection of human life. So farasdepends

judgment

occasions, Mr. Powers instituted criminal
Singular Suicide.
proceedings against the editor, Mr. Carey.
named. The water in the basin is of a
Fkankun. Fa., Man'll U. I honias T After a
hearing, the latter was held to
deep green color; when taken out it is ar Anderson, Cashier of Lamberton's Rank,
hail in .$1000 for appearance to answer
clear as well water usually is in this sec- and one ol tlie oldest Cashiers in the oil
It is a family
committed suicide this morning. at the Supreme Court.
A strong odor of sulphur is percep- region,
tion.
He opened the bank as usual and tran- atl.iii
tlie radicals of that neigh- murderer, and makes a good looking man
among
as
the
tible
you approach
spring, a sacted business, with several customers.
borhood.
But we must he allowed to of him.
draught of its water explains vary satis- He was afterward noticed running in and doubt that Mr. Powers is so
thoroughly
out
oi
the
bank
in
a
hurried
manner
and
Mr. Marvin, democrat, lias been elect
factorily the source from which the odor
then hurrying up street towards his resi- observant of the party principles as to ed
hut
of
what
the
mayor ol Portsmouth by a majority ol
source
whence
comes;
dence. Smoke was soon observed issuing seek feminine associations “without reone, which is just as good as a thousand.
the water comes? There is nothing in the from tin*
bank', and the persons who engard to race, color or previous condition
The last man killed by hoys sliding
appearance of the soil or vegetation tered found the grate lull of bank notes,
of servitude.”
around the spring differing from that ot the bonds and bank papers all burning.
on sidewalks was the Fpiscopal
clergyEfloits were made to save the money, but
Last week we called attention to a
the region round about, far and near.
man at Salisbury, Conn.
only partially succeeded. Anderson, who vacancy soon to exist in the Supreme
The rock over which the water pours from had lied homeward, entered the house
The fishery provision of the treaty of
by
Courts of Maine, and cited the example
the basin is a species of sand-rock, par- a back way, handed his wife a letter, said
has gone into effect.
Under
Washington
that lie was about to commit an awful act of Gov. Washburn, ot Massachusetts, in
tially decomposed, apparently, and so and drew a
it our fishermen have the freedom of
She
endeavored
to
the
of
a
democrat
to
bench
pistol.
appointing
soft that it crumbles in the hand on press- take the
weapon from him, lint lie tore that Slate. Since that time, Gov. Straw, provincial waters; while the Dominion
ure ; the water passes in quite a rivulet
himself from her, rushed out info the yard
fishermen have corresponding rights in
and fired, the hall entering the right tem- ot New Hampshire, has appointed Hon.
into the lake.
the waters ol the United States.
He
was
defeated
demoA.
the
conscious
at
Hibbard,
intervals ot Ellery
ple.
As you may imagine, some very good, short duration
for an hour or more, but crat candidate lor
—Chase, Brothers & Woodward, seeds
Congressman in the
some very had, and some very wicked
gavp no explanation of the act. He ex- first district, to the vacant
men at Rochester, N. V
are from Maine,
in
judgeship
jokes have been cracked on the subject pired at noon. Several letters were left that State. As we said
M.V. B. Chase being a former well known
Gov
Perbefore,
Inti their contents are not
yet
matter of the question above propounded. by him.
This tjrm will offer
A note left on tiie counter of the tiain, ot Maine, would do himselt honor citizen of Augusta.
known.
Some have suggested that the water is
their seeds to Maine dealers this spring,
bank stated that lie had destroyed all
these
high-minded examples.
by following
forced up from the subterranean region
as good, pure and reliable.
special deposits and bills receivable. Of
We doubt
John J. Mahoney, of Ilockport, writes
where the rich man was when he asked the former $38,000 belonged to Mr. I Emnot that those who use them, will get a
lather Abraham to do him a certain favor; berton and consisted of Government to correct a statement in regard to his tirst rate article.
bonds. The amount absolutely destroyed trial for
selling rum lo boys. He says it
others, that it comes from the waste-pipe is not
The Thomaston correspondent ol the
yet known. What led to the act is not is not true that he went to
jail, because he
in the shop where Lucifer carries on the
it
is
but
positively ascertained,
alleged
Rockland Gazette records the deeds of a
business of manufacturing matches. A that certain irregularities in his manner pvm iircd bonds. We wish we could say
fox hunting association in the former
venerable gentleman very gravely re- of conducting business was the eanse. It that the rest is not true.
is stated that he was carrying a
large
place. He says—
marked in my hearing that when he was amount ot
Tickets from all the stations ot the
over drafts for the accommoIt is said that U. K. Butler, one of the memone
heard
often
wicked
he
a boy
hoy say dation ot his personal friends unauthoriz- Maine Central to Boston are now good bers, killed live foxes at one shot recently.
to another that he would make him “smell ed by the bank. That concern was soon only by way of the Eastern Railroad. The Next year the association will prosecute the fox
campaign with more vigor than during the past
to change hands and be had been
requesttrains run by the same route, and it season.
hell”; hut that he never fully understood ed to have the books and
accounts in com- night
the signification of the ex-pression until he
Heretofore Samson has been considered
plete order at a certain date, which would is tin' only one that is furnished with PullI wish it expose these irregularities.
came to Green Sulphur Spring.
The bank man cars. The Eastern Railroad is one the biggest fox-hunter on record, hut this
to be distinctly understood that I do not loses heavily, but every confidence is felt of the best equipped and most carefully heats him.
When the campaign of next
here in its security.
accept either of these suggestions as an
managed roads in the country, and is be- year shall he prosecuted with more vigor,
answer to the question, whence does this
coming daily more popular with the we expect to record that Mr. Butler has
A in w Atlantic titbit*
to Ik*
npxt sum*
water come; perhaps I err, hut neither of iner,
killed ten foxes at a shot.
Jamling at Rye Bearli, near Por’siuoutb. travelling public.
t*

in I hi' district are in
condition, and that

v.

murderer seized the iron

Correspondence of til Journal.

Heaven forfend us! but these Mareb
winds are fearful. It’s lucky that fashion
week. After !lie choice of Moderator and Clerk
has reduced the feminine skirts, or hmv
and having the report of the agent, Mr. M. P.
one be out in sivh weather without
could
Woodcock was re-elected agent for the ensuing
I have been one
He subsequently stated, what to most of danger of foundering?
v -ar.
and
a
of
to
lie
loo
known
that
is
fine,
theseiiool rooms
tacking up
us
squadron veering

derer, will he made

21st inst

Buildings.

The uiimiul school meeting for the Central
District in this city was held at the North
Primary school room on Wednesday of last

York, and safer everywhere
the particulars of a fearful marine disasSince the above was m type, the letter
ter on the pond in that town, by which ttie
ol Gov. Dix to Rev
Dr. ('vug, Foster’s
steamer Excelsior. Captain
McDonald,
spiritual adviser, lias hern published.
foundered in the big storm of Monday,
The governor says that a jury have conthe 10th.
It seems to us to be what
victed Foster ot willfully killing a fellowArtema.s Ward used to call "a goak ”
being, and the laws ol the State declare
We have received a copy ot the Matthat such crime shall be punished by
rimonial
News, a paper published at
resides and death. He says the tact of the murder is

went.

meadows, or marshes, with here and there
spot ot elevated ground, until another
link in the chain is reached, Lain Monroe
six miles long, live wide.

from New York

as

Subscribers are requested to take notice ot the
date on the colured slips attached to the paper, it
is the only form ot receipt now used
For instance,
15 Mav 74, means that the subscription is paid to
iliat date. When a new payment is made, the date
will be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS
ARE REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR
DATES ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears
are requested to tt rward the sums due.

lake.
On the opposite side ot the lake from
Enterprise is Mellonville; a small settle- I
ment:

telegraphed

sulted.

SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
papers changed, must state the Post Office to which

43* S. M. Pkttknuill & Co., G State St., Boston
and M? Park Row, New York, are our authorized
Agents lor procuring subscriptions and forwarding
advertisements.

ments

signification ot'

PROPRIETOR,

Administrators, Executors and Guardians
desiring their advertisements published in the Journal will please so state to the Court.

contain

diseases for the

the passage I met an intelligent
clergyman. resident in this state lor some
twenty
years, who said to me that he had taken

SIMPSON.

In advance, $2.00 a year;
Si hsi'kip'ITon Terms.
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration ol the
f:ir. $:>.oo.
For one square, (one
Advkktisinu Terms.
inch ot length in column,) $1.25 for three weeks,
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion. A fraction of a square charged as a full one.

beyond

for years past there are hut lew who have
not seen her, and seen for once she is not

<

a

H.

WILLIAM

or

sulphur, salt and magnesia. I tasted it and had not the slightest
inclination to duplicate the draught. Compared with it Congress Water is nectar.

o!

news

fears ol

this spring is
another, just at the base of a large sliolimound, trom which there i> a constant
flow of water, but much less in volume
than the other, ll inis been analyzed and

that the Admiral is of the
female, colored persuasion, purveyor,
stewardess ami far totuiu of the Darling-

THURSDAY MORNING

1'

lM.'IU.I.-iH Kl>

If the

church, but it is true. When wo consider how
slavery was guarded and bulwarked, bow tin*
-deal r resp
slave w is d< spi d an tin
ed. what dangers tie* early abolitionists faced
wonderful
and what perils encountered, ii
!.
that they p,T-.-vered, and ...

Generalities.

From Boston.

Letter

For the Journal.

Our Schools and School

be correct, and there seems now hut little
doubt about it, Foster, the ruffianly 'mur-

THURSDAY, MARCH 20, 1878.

for “devil-fish.”

large enough

reply

1 have to say

ton, and

the

nearly circular; its
diameter aboul seventy-five led, ils depth
in the centre ninety feet
Kish live in ii :

rather

Enterprise. Fla., Fell. 24.
1 left 1'alatka on the steamer Darlington

The Doom of The Murderer.

REPUBLICAN JODRML.

constitution.

All this may be hard

oil

the

Ki-i-iulii b„- hi-1111>nI;tfo,l ,ii
|, ,(;o,n,jtii
oloiiK III,' bill'III;,I lb, M tin,- »'.lit i:i 1 h,. b, n

obliifi-tl

to put hi ;i u <• x I in 1 n it;lil Hum boiw, n
iln- oitv uml Huinintiu.
li nntUo,
trip p,>,
,l:,y, uii.l will oniniu to run unit ih
|

cleared.
Ulie ol

Hie

platform

ii s ol
I'lie-.laxli u
If had a pile-driver «*u
board, tin1 derrick ol winch w a- •<i• i\«•«i up ion
and all in true -eauiaiihke manner. li
to
repair the piling ol lie budge w hi'h hi been
hove out by the ice.

came

in

c

sloop-rigged.

•ohu II. t^uimbv

City Clerk,

after

retire-

frun the otlice ol

having hcl.l

it

even

v -ir.

sine** the en\ govi iumeiil w.i- in-li
tuted. He has been most faithful rnd a,
pp,,ble in tliat position, and hi- in fa* I *l tunes
save

two,

discharged

the

duties ot the eity

largci

p u*l

<<t

iverinoi ul.

n*

executive

*

It has been -aid that
twenty Vein s hence the
thimble Will be a tiling ,,l tin* pa-l. We Were
forcibly reminded ot this tut on visiting tl,,rooms ot W. K. Morisou, over
Carle A: Mon

store, where are to be seen sewing machine* of every
Mr. Morisou is
vseription.
elegantly titled up, and i prepared to turni-h
machines to all on the mo-t IiI»< ral terms.

sons

Carter A Co.\s shipyard
the busiest place
in town.
I’lu* hurrying to and fro, the gleaming of tli* axes, the continual hammering .d

forty or titty men, together with the blazing lire
find flying spark- of the blacksmith-,
pre-cut a
pleasing picture. They have tin* frames of four
Vessels up and ready foi planking. \\ e -hall
soon b»* lavoied with -oin £lir-t «• I.»■
launching
ilems.

lecture

I'li:

•I

1

i"
city wi’i end in
exhibitim, o{ the eeleOpt icon, \\ liieli gave Slieh

ii

n

■,i-■

weeks. 1»v

.’•■'Ml two
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Washington

Phi' divorce suit originally brought by
the wife of Ossian E. Dodge against her
husband, in Si. Paul, Mini}., has developed

Matters.

an

■
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UK1..UTOV-.

wim

imi iih

niiinsit
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BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.

Senator Morton is a oaudi late tor the I remarkable
it
I ■•! ‘ii
a r
ago.
Klegant photocomplications since it was
o! place- and scenes ot interest
presidency, and is likely to lie a very begun, and lias finally been brought to an
pine \ iexx
one
At
rate
lie
to
any
piominent
aspires
ill partdie world will In magnified and
abrupt termination by the plaintiff who
tie tile leader of his party, and will atwn epo.
expresses her regret at the wrong she lias
.he sen we. Vh-ides these, tier.11
is forlheom- done her husband. The interest excited
! tempt to direct it- policy.
shown iittt» u or t \x emy portraits of \\v
1 ing ..eh on the political relations o|
by the prone -dings was greatly heightened
'vii eiti/ens <•; Belt:
It wili
the nm-M
t amnia to
England and the l'nited Slum at first by Mr. Dodge's counsel, who, on
-tmy xhibitinn cm r gk ,•»« ii; our eitv
j is thought to point in ihis direction rather tie’ opening of the ease, commenced a
» our;
!'•
S Utahn.
M >!'e;! than to relied the opinions of the present ! cross action,
placing Mrs. Dodge in the
it is well known that, however on-hion of the defendant, and
a
mi:;
i of Hiram Hawes foi Inmk- | I'xeeutii e
introducing
tiiatit may have In-eii in
and d’-t tirb.mee ot
S-a
ue- ! eeeentrie
*-. ider.ee
>,•;»
damaging to her character. The
ol
recommendation
innas
foreign
eii da x
police,
occasioned'
this
ii. Oil tie
Augustus
ime d:i\
however,
■

Vermont at In l-2il7e:
common at 12a13c; eh-*iee
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!eU

SlierilV N nfon
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...

com*

qua 111 it v ot I'll 111
presenting that it was to

list u- h. uig l-t

\

:

i»a i!v.

d

tripp

go-

n

a

surprise,
by
coup,
never advocated a course looking >,• an ! was
heightened still turther by the action
early union of Canada with the l'nited o! Mrs. Dodge, who on being called upon
State-. This is understood to he the object to
testify against her husband, put in an
aimed at by Mr. Morton. He believes affidavit in which she confessed to a
|
plot
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Monday Evening will he presented the
thrilling drama in -i acts, entitled
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iunounces to the citizens of Belfast aurt
vicinity
'-hat he has opened a Retail Department in onneet;oii with his wholesale, whe-e lie will keep f>ii
assortment of French and Domestic (Jwuleetioner
»
manufactured at hi* place from the b-‘Ht
liranu
lated Sugar. Also

!

at Law!

IOii;iinSt.,(N"’or)B<‘llasl,

ELMER SMALL, M.

'■

C. H. MITC II ELL

E. J O H N BON,

Attorney

large crew ot good, active
Machines, bast*', finish, &c.

k given
those wiio wish to take it home.
shall have on hand the he.-1 Sewing
.Machines,
sti"i:.‘\ 'ubsluntinl, easy running ami simple in contr’ 1 etijii*.
Tlie machines will be sold on time to be
t-n
in work.
P sir!
I !;«■ balance of our Stock of clothing cloths and
furnishing goods will be sold cheap tor custi as they
are to be closed out.
HERS ICY <fc WOODWARD.
M u ch ISth. is?:*.—tf.1
IP ! 1
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i>oe, late of Wiuterport, Reuannexed;
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r>ii, i.t« ot Stockton, Robert Patter*
A iiinai-trator
>d
IJi Littlefield, late ot Waldo,
Eh i.'i'i'f. Littlefield, Administrator
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A. l.’icii. A..lmi:iistrat or with the will
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George B. Iilethen, late of Unity ;
minor heirs of Benjamin M.
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of Burnham.
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Washburn, late of Unity; minor heirs
ol H i!- v li. Blood, late of Searaport.
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Oolong Teas,
Tobacco,
Cigars,
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bad dyes and wasiii -;,
l’rodii<-< s 1 a a
;•
I. I*. |:< *\\ s
superb Itl.Ai'K •»K N C
leaves the hair n.::\s, sm
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The genuine -igm-d \\
A. Batch.lor.
aid b\
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Druggists.
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Sis., Belfast.
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botth- mis umd the most
ill other r> mi dies failed,

difficult

one

Chignons

OitliiiiltieM, Neural, i
M'.ai immediately.

i,

P.

iMI’ropi’

>|j

9trourliitis, Catarrh, Convulsions,
>1

an

or

Knitting Cotton,

1'I.AKK’S MACH INK COTTON
cunt-.
Also
liu ilozi'li I,I\I N BOSOMS from lr .-ut..
up. A
j»reat Bustle about our Paniers, lo different styles in
stock from J5 to 73 cents.
All the above goods are marked in
plain ligures,
and 1 defy competition on any article 1 keen.
My
customer-4 and friends are cordilv invited to sX
\> hi
and see iuality and prices of the same.
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which h is been running in
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i;''1' o: 'he past four VaiN ean’V11
,g e\eur-r oi parties
She was sold last
r
!• jiart i\< w Bedford, ami left
:*-n Sunday morning lor that place,
we ither
being calm ami pleasant when
leit the wharf, but in a lew hours
tei v.ard- when the iittle craft had
got
out in the bay a Iresh northwest wind
■ang up which -liortly increased to a
'< 1-J »•. m. she was seen to
At
and* i. 'airving down all on board,
hole uitnes-ing the eata.strou '"•
ai
certain that so sudden was
’>g *d the vessel that no time
v
id lor tlie crew to
1" tt>
eseape by
fit • •;■ ''filet W 1<C
1
in -d
':•
a-t week
; •».
I>y I Ion.
• 11ie- If.'• I .'
a
Bo •hm, < apt. Bet.j. F
i.oivdcr. (i'-orge \ Bourne and Israel I
It is feared
I'u sons of New
Bedlord
A
Ritchie w a I * »^t on tin* steamer, as In?
house Sunday
Known to have left In
iorning with a carpet bag. and has not
The others on
••n
heard from
im*e
aid were from New Bedford, and it is
ipp.ised the above mentioned owners o!
that city were al-o of the number.
The
was valued at s-4,ooo.
an:

or

'•••i
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L. Barstow being the last vessel in the
business to hear the name “Nantucket"
on her stern.
We who can look hack to
the time when we sent nearly a hundred
large ships into the I'aeitie Ocean— onlv
tliiitv years ago—can hardly believe it
possible that we have lived to see the last
of the business.
[Nantucket inqnirei
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in

one
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Injunction Aqainst The Maine Central.
Portland, March is.
ia Igt- Virgin, of the
Supreme Court,
attenmon granted an t x part* injunee >
(ajm-st ot the attorney'of the
A Manic Railroad, to restrain the
P
Main.Ural Irani pa— ing the Boston <Sl
'A mie I'.xeliaii. e -tation in Portland with-

iking and delivering passengers,
Tin* Maim* Central
e/gage and freight.
will probably nsk an early hearing.
it

The Key. Dr. Huston of Baltimore has been
>nvi<*t* •! up *ii -fie charge of immoral conduct,
a th
commilt’* of trial of the Methodist Kpis>jtal hurch of the South, and his expulsion
a •- mnounoed at th* annual conference by the
pr»-iding bi-hop. An app al to the general
otif« mice of tlie church probably will be made.
\ l*• vv

nights
r1

i•

i.i ,uu
wti

e.e,

t luaif

down,

tetrildi* gale aro-e during
in Lmii-. i lie, and I he tent
some ten or twelve persons

•*

died and -ixty

or

seveuty wounded.

Anothek New Yoke Bi

roman.

The

telegraph brings report of a horrible
butchery at a lager beer saloon on noth
street New York City. Monday ntle.rnoon.
Three men after havingdrinks in Schmidt's
lager beer -aloon refused to pay. Sehmidl
seized one of them when all three knocked
him down, beating and kicking him ter-

ribly.

His

wile

came

to

his

Mi

again fell on Schmidt, biting one eat
nearly off. Idling one linger off, and healing him over the head with a beer bottle.
Mr. Young, a neighbor who went to

then

ail other pretended remedies since

p

world began,

the

lieaiing

ail

are
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ip;*

dling

beeauc

is

a

counter-irritant,

Cripples throw away
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md the wounded

a-wir.
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humbug.

published irownd each bottle.
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now
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The
It is

bi-tore sold, and it sells

what il pretends to do.
from rhematism, pain

‘•wellinsf deserve to suffer if they will not

or

use

Schmidt's assistance, vvas slabbed in the Centaur Liniment. More than 1000 certificates
abdomen, the ruffians turning the knife of remarkable cure-, including frozen limbs,
the same as Simmons did when he stabbed
•in' 11i* -rimmmiiism.gout, running tumors, &c.,
Duryea. As Young tell to the lloor they
have
been iceeivcd
We will send a circular
Ids
head into a shapeless
beat and kicked
mass.
They then lied, and reaching a eoulainiug --ert iH«- it*- I he recipe. &c., gratis, to
plank which crossed an excavation of rock an\ one request in;* il. <Mie bottle ot the yellow
between 711li and 7;>lh streets, met John
Centaur Liniment is worth one hunLuby, who was passing, inlo whom they wrapper
plunged the same knile with which they dred loiiar Ibr pavined or svveenied horses
had slabbed their other victims.
"• 1 mul
oi for serew worm insheep. StoekBoth Mr. Young and Mrs. Schmidt will
ow
-ibis liniment is worth your attention.
nolilied
to
been
lias
a
coroner
and
die,
take 1 heir last statements ; lull Mr. Schmidt,
N" i.-i mi! \
h, til Id be without ('entail r Liniment.
though in a horrible condition, may live, >L IL lb» r A Co., New York.
mu
and Mr. Huliy will recover it inllammat
does not occur.
The police has no clue
<
v
iii v i- more than a substitute for Casto the ruffians.
I
()
*1
J he only safe article in existence
w 1 *:*•11 i'*ri:tin l<> a-siinilate the food, regulate
!,i'
w ind-coin-ami
Bethel, Me..expel Is soon to have 311,1100 -tu'sr
produce natural
l! contain*, neither
-I' Pmaple trees on tap.
minerals, morphine
1

<»i

Isaac Caswell, a pionnneiit citizen of West
Camden, fell dead last Friday while in Hie ael
ol leedinp Ids cows. It -al disease was upposed lo he the cause. He was aliout To (coold.

n-

alcohol,
•! n »i ei

"'d

\

i- pleasant to take.
ami mothers may rest.
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Children

TTir-a iw——

■-*

P‘

:•!
'V* »!.<

year*.

77 years.
In Sullivan, March 0th. Mi-. Nancy
.-imp
widow ol the late Samuel Simpson, aged
'.ear*
and d months,
In Searsniont, March 1" i, ! C. Hahkeiijonnerl>.
ol New Gloucester, aged Id year*.
In Lincolnville, March 3d, Clarence
IE, son of
William and Emma Knight, ag« d 1 month, di days.
In Kockland. .March 0, Wiiiiain J..<>f Fatiick
and 3Iargarel Nugent, aged
w ar, 3 monthMarch
9th, Alfareua, daughter of Andrew and Mary Merchant, aged 1 year, b months, 0 day.*.
In JL’humaston, .March 7th, Hattie S.
Henry, aged
10 years, o months and id day*.
March 9th, Wairen
Bunker aged 19 years.
In Camden, .March idtli, Dea. 1 *aae Dcndleiop,
aged 9d years.
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11

mail do ets, retail quick
PI
!' I Chatham $q., N.

for $10
Y.

Lyr20.

i 1

?

N EW.S.

POUT OF

March

A Kit I V F.D.
Id.
Soils I’ M Bonne-, Burgess, Carver's
Addie Clement,
Littlefield, Dockland:

Harbor,
Mary Limeburner, French, l.ine-.dnvilh
14. M W Drew, Perkins, Jacksonville,
l'L Cicero, Cockran, Isleshoro.
SAII.KD.

March Id. Sch Sarah Potter, Had. Charleston.
C.; sell Martha Weeks, White, Bo-dou.
H.
Schs. Grecian, < ’oomhs, (Mark’s Island ; Connecticut Pendleton, New York; Senator. Condon,
Carver’s Harbor; Mazurka Kimball, Boston; Myra
Sears, Chapman, Boston.
lb. Schs. AbbyGale, Bean, Boston; Clara Sawyer, Brancom, Savannah ; Ish, Bullock, Boston.
Sch S P Hall (of Buoksport>, Chi pman, from Barren
Island for Savannah with phosphate, went
ashore in the breakers oil- Sheep’s 11 cad Bay Uth
iust, at 11 AM ; was towed oil a I t P M by tugboat
I L Teho, and brought to New York for
repairs.
The schooner’s shoe is broken oil', and she
leaking.

AI >V EKTISEH

Job I’ltiMiM, Offiff
No. 10 Main St

(Up Stairs,) Belfast. Me.

G. W.
halers

promptly

BURGESS, Proprietor.
attended

fo..«rfr

y.i;

DRESS MAKING!
II. F. K|*| I, I, 10 It has taken the Shop
formerly occupied by Mrs. L. A. Pierce,
Main St., wliere she is prepared to cut adieu’and
misses’ dresses from tin* latest and most improved
Diagrams, and will be pleast d to wait on all that
Also Bui terick’j P.iiP rn- and
may give her a call.
Fashion Plate.".
;UvT
Belfast, March o>, is.
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ot ill kinds err AND MADE TO ORDER.
l*.ir
t«>'uiar attention paid to the making o: CENTS’
>111 RTS AND I-ADIES’ UNDER CaKMKNTS
MAM PI NO tor LIRA 1 DIN». and EM BR01DER \
Dorn-.
Ageney tor BUTT ERICK’S PAPER PATTERNS
<'!•' CAKMENTS
A large assortment ot Spring
StyIt s just received.
(AIMER’S PERFECTED HE.MMi.K-.
the
lR“d Dress (ioods and Flannel Heinmer in the market
TRY IT, PRICE $1.00.
Attention is called to LITTLE’S
NEEDLE
SHARPENER, POLISHER and ( ASK combined,
for sharpening and polishing all kinds : needles,
•‘■id to the PRESENT BUTTON-HoLE PIITi K
cutting any size button-hole. Examine tin m.
I he best quality ol Cotton, Silk, Oil, Needles and
attachments for all kinds of Sewing Machine- kept
constantly on hand.
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Medical
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Depot Ida & ly; Broad

beauty

ot this stock is that
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good
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Over Par ie & Mori son’s II ,r.t\vare
Belfast. Me.
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FPKEN R AND, Guardian of Caroline Knowles
non compos rmntis of Thorndike, in said

County of Waldo, deceased, having presented his
first

W

~

»

b<

s.

0

g

_

i

M

_

Ln %

H

I

Selling by

QUIET DOMESTIC

of' Guardiausliiptoraliowar.ce.
Ordered, Ihat the said Guardian give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy ol this
order to he published three weeks suceessh ely in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday
of April next, at teu of the clock before noon,
and show cause, it any they have, why tire same
should not he allowed.
ASA 1 11 IJRLOIJGH .1 udge.
A t rue copy.
Attest- B. P. Field, Register.

!

A fresh

supply just received,
selling cheap.

Fben Seavey, late
SF.AVFY, widow
IAVlNA
J of Seal-sport, in said County, deceased, having
ol

presented a petition that Willard Mudgett, of Prosp-'t, may be appointed Special Administrator on

said deceased’s estate.
Ordered, "That the said Lavina give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
he published three weeks
successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court,to be held at Belfast, within
and lor said County, on the second
Tuesday oi
April next, at ten of the clock before noon,
net show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer
of said petition should not he granted.
ASA TIIORI OUGil, Judge.
A true copy. Attest— B, P. Field,
Register. 37

LUXURY !

DOMESTIC NECESSITY !

9-0

THE “LIGHT RUNNING”

Remnant Prints !

“DOMESTIC”

Anew
►—»

CD

*-*•

C-f
(n

PURELY

A

of well-known

ROOTS,

HERBS,
FRUITS, combined with other
properties, which in their nature are Cathartic,
Aperient, Nutritious, Ihuivtic, Alterative and AntiThe whole is prescvv. d in a sufficient
Bilious.
quantity of spirit from tho St CAR C.\.\E to
keep them in any climate, which makes the

C5 s®
3 S' ^
P“

£

LANTATION

Bitters

and

53 Park Place, New York.

received.

<*

9-0-

O

POUND PRINTS

°

w

Constantly
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No power is so costly as that ot human muscle,
fifty per cent, of the power required to ruu a
may be saved by using tin*

Clark's

Thread!

6 cents per

spool.

“LIGHT RUNNING”

“DOMESTIC.” Give Us a Call
IT

action

Depot,

just

-9-9-

medicine, and always according

to directions.
They are the sheet-anchor of the fe<-bl« and debilitated. They net upon a diseased liver, and
stimulate to such u degree, inat 4 healthy
is
at once brought about. As a remedy to which
Women a 1 e especially subject, it is surperseding
every i>tlu stimulant. Asa Spring and Summer Tonic, they have no
equal. They area
mild and gentle Purgative as well as Tonic. They
Purity the Blood. They aroa splendid Appetizer.
They make the weak strong. They purity and in\igorate. They cure Dyspepsia, Constipation, and
Uea.brhe
They ad ns a specific in all species of
disorders which undermine the bodily strength anJ
break down the animal spirits.

case

r-

Sewing-Machine

Domestic Tonic,
as a

V

FIFTY PER CENT. SA VED!

:ie of the most desirable Tonies and Cathartics in the world. They are intended strictly as a

only to he used
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simply
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At
Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
th*- Count)- of Waldo, on the second
Tuesday of
March, A. D. 1.873.
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Court held d Belfast, vvi.'hiu aiul
founty of Waldo,on the second Tuesday
\. D. 187:,.

A. D. 1873.

have
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before.

ill-

Probate I’ourt held at Belfast, \\ ithin and for
the County ol Waldo, on the second Tuesday of

SI

tity

w

ever sold

K\

March,

r

A DOMESTIC BLESSING!

Ai a

goods for the pur
selling four

times the quail

3C

$

0

Guardian of minor heirs ot

W Ii I 1 T KN. Sister of Martha Douglass,
of Monroe, in said County ot Waldo, de11
d. having presented a petition that some -uita
l>l** person may ne appointed Administrator on said
deeeasi d’s estate.
Ordeivd, lh.it tie- >aid Mary give notice to
ill persons iuterested i. y causing a ropy of this Older to in- published t h;
week- .successively in the
Kepunlican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast,
within and for said Count) on the second Tuesday
ot April next, :,t ten oi the clock before noon, anil
•how cause, if any tin y ha.e, why the prayer ol said
p‘ t it ion should not be granted.
ASA TUCRLOCGll, Judge.
A true
Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
copy

strictly
purchasing ot

pose of

3L Mary M. Lufkin, iat«* of Winterport, in said
County ot Waldo, deceased, having presented his
accounts >.f Gu irdlanship lor allowance.
Ordered, That the said < hi irdi m civ.* notice to all
persons interested by eau.-ing a copy ol this order to
he ; uhli-lied three weeks successively in the ltipublic in .lournal, printed at Be-fast, that t li«y ma v »]»j>« ar at a Probate Court to be held at Belfast, within
and tor said County, on the second Tuesday of
April next, at ten ot tr.e clock before noon, and
sh e." cause, i! any they have, why the pr-.yer ot
siid petition should not he .allowed.
ASA lTllIRLOl GII, Judge.
A true copy. Attest-—B. I*. Field, Register
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to the
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At
Probate Court hel l at BettasT, within and for
the ‘'omit; of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
March, A. ih i>'i t.
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when they heat her and fatally stabbed
her in three or four places. The brutes
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P-10BATE NOTICES.

aged 3- years, 0 months.
In Northporl, March 10th, Mr*. Amanda J. Hurd,
aged 39 years, d months, 19 days.
In Ellsworth, March lith. Mrs. Madeline Johnson,
wile ot Capt. John A. Johnson, aged 3- v
i.
In Blueliill, March dd, Mr*. Sarah K. Dodg.

subdue,

aid-, burns, salt-rheum, ear-

Cm. galh. a.

-pa

cures

more

lock-jaw. pa!

not

is true.

.i

it* effects

gone,

iki d-brea-t-.
:•

lling it will

wi

no

t‘KH

:»flOWTJI, PlttSEll-

he

enabled to sell these

are

goods at such low

COKDlNti,
iiRA I FI N<.,
Tl I’KIMi,

At
Probate Court in Li at Beltast, within and tor
the ('.Minty >t Wikti ,on the- second Tue-Hlayol
Aiarcls, V. l>. l,sr:j.
OTF.PUFN It A N 1 >, Guardi in of tin* minor heirs
7
ol A. .1. Ivnovvle *, late >1
f!i »rii11 i|r«-, in said
Comity <<i Waldo, di eased, having presented his
first accounts <*i <iuardiaushij lor allowance,
LMatered, i hat the said .ill rdian give notice
to all per.-on- intere.-teri by Musing a copy ot this
ordei to be published t hree weeks successively in the
Republican .Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
ui :'. appear at a l‘rob ite Court,to be held at Belfast,
within and lor said County, on the second Tuesday
of April next, at ten ot the clock before noon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be allowed.
A.SA I'll URLOUG H Judfi >.
A true copy. Attest—B. p Field. Register.

Warn a), Feb. doili, Ah. .Joseph C. Buckiin,
aged 80 years, 0 months and 10 day*.
In Montville, March 10th, Mr-. Alary A !.'u-liman
aged 01 years, 11 months, 13 dav*.
In Searsport, March Iitli, Edward E. Manure,

Liniment.

Hi

w

«

II.

!h

months

In

pain which the Centaur Liniment

no

i-

AI

acquaintance*.

!!!■■———|—

v;ioBi:nivg t

>1.1. AT WIIOI.I'.SAJ.K m

Street, Providence, It. I.

the same school district foi more than 7u years she
as an infant Would go to ie’ep, in the
77th year ol her age, lamented by husband, children,
grandchildren, and a large circle ot neighbor* and

j
j

II

90

50 Cents pe) Bottle.

(hibj
Iff

anil Hraiers in Meiliiinrs.
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l >!b

passed away,
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II— 111 —<1
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For Sal. ni: 1.1 UK It AI.
and 1.A i
II. K MS.
Machin SI i'i-!. 11,.l all
kinds
uch as
FKI.U N-,,

i'KKI’ARKH BV

In Belmont, Feb. ‘doth, Abigail \. F.
wife of
Joseph Brewster. She was born in i.'aaiun, .Ma-s.,
in 1790, and removed into what is now Belmont,
Me., when a child. Spotted trees \v>ce tion the
guides through the woods. Her home ha-been in

>

.I

H

In Fassadiunkeag, March 9tli, Mr*. Elizabeth
Smith, widow of Joseph Smith, tornn rly ot Monroe,

•-

A—3&.

and

ars

possible prices.

«

■

( Obituary notices> beyond the Date Xante on'/ r;,
must be pa id fo v. j
In this city, March 17, Mrs. F. E.
Fergison.daughter of Col. Bcnj. Miller, ol Bella-;, aged G’ years.
1 Bangor and Boston papers please copy.]
In this city, March nth. Mis, Lucinda liiier,
aged

••

prevalent among
to this invaluable

\On«*
hi remain
long unwell (unless afflicted
'•V ‘Ml ail incurable
di.-.a-.-cj alter taking a tew bottles
ol the Quaker Hitt. rs.

mi-:!).

->

to

Burkett’s at the

seen at

lowest

^ HKMMIMi.

Tile igeil tied in the Quaker Hitters just the
article they stand in need of in their declining years.
It <|uickei
the blood and cheers the mind, and
paves the passage down the plane inclined.

UruggifU

be

qualities

THE FLORENCE & HO WE

y1

^

Itiiicxm, Kemittant arid 1 ntermittant Fevers, so
prevalent m many parts of our country completely
erad.- ated by the use of the Quaker Bitters.

S«ld h all

Of all widths and

Truly.

Hys-

and

much relit led.

BAni.tle
-o
Amtiiean iadi■yield readily
medicine, tin Quaker Bitters.

f*\

HAMB'JRGS

H.adnolie,

Slittiuiit Ho allii.A Lain in tin Lungs, Side
ai.d Ch<almost in\ariald\ cured t-y taking a tew
hottb ..: ! hi Quu» r Bitters.

Ill Carver’s harbor, March ", by Key. Mr. Eittleli-'M, Mr. J allies 1*. Wyman, ul Waidoboiv. and
Mis* M. Greer ol Belfast.
In Lincolnville, March loth, by K. it. Duntou,
Esq., Mr. John M. Gordon and Mr-. .Vine. ;>'
Matin •ws, both of Line oluvillo.
In Camden, March 13th, Mr. John 1.. Andrew* >t
Camden, and .Miss Carrie E. Mitchei; of Kockland.
In Kockland, March sth, Mr. Hiram!
Mo.«d\ tnd
Miss Maria !•'. Withain.
March -Mli. Mi. Edwin
Witham and Miss Emma E. Hurd, all <•; s.
| horn
aston.
March 13th, Eieut. A. S. snow, l
s. N..
and Mias Fannie M. Keating. Mar, h i-t. Mr. F.
Ma eh
Armstrong and Miss 31. A. c.iMerweed.
Mr. Harvey l’. Decker am! Mis.- Luce A AM i:,
M*
of Kockland.
In Yinalhaven, March 9th, Mr Ann ricus I M, jj.
thew of Yinalhaven, and Violetn id Eaton of' isle
ail Haul.
At Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, August f»lh, Mr.
Adam H. McLaren ot Halifax, and Miss I mm..
Black, of Kockland.
In Ellsworth, March Oth, It \. David H
Tribou,
U. S. Navy, and Miss Katie, daughter of 11*: i. Jam<-*
Davis.
31 arch 8th, Mr. Howard C. Fletelier and
Miss iris B. Goodale, both of E.

now

&e., &c., &e.

Belfast.

WOOD C O (

selling at 25 to 30
retailing for 17c.
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HAMBUBGS

B. F. WELLS.
s

price and sellingcheap.
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under
very
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d lin.i the
> atein w ilhout In
tew bottles are’ .-sufficient lor the

i11iiciilty

Bought

Collars,

Veil Goods,

VERY LOW FOR CASH.

No. 80

IIAMBUHGS

New Fringes,

Wholesale and

at

St.

Cotton Edges,

&c., &c.
If

Specialty.

-♦

from 2 cts. to $1.75 per yard

Confectionery,

Which 1 shall

Ai'e Our

and

SHnoinnilUiii, Swelled .1 >int-\ and all Scroll.! ir A ill id on- :• moved oi greatly relieved by tins

nul

M A K R I ] ■; 1 ).

»■

The Last Whalkk.
Through a letter
received in town by A. M. Myriek, from
Callao, we learn that the bark R. I.. Bartow of tills port has been sold, and that
Capl. dernegan and Mr. Luce, his mate,
may be soon expected home. This, winds
up the list of Nantucket yvluiiers, the R.

HAMBM&S

Linou, Saxony,

a!

obstinate

teric-

■

veuing.

&c.

HAMBURG EDGES ot everv pric*- ami {...itcm
from s cents to $ l.LVS. They an- elm. p.-r tl.;.-, can
be bought elsewhere in New Kngiatcl.
Also an
endless variety ot

■

•-*

••

---

W ELLS,

j tieii

Hinni.

1

V7

upui
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Sinking Sensation
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tiladder and Urinary d. range
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Figs, Raisins,

Burn, Liver Complaint ami
by taking a few bottles.

spirits,

F.

Fruit. Nuts.

DYE.

it in
splen t 1 11 u'r Dye is tin
rt /
I heonly True; and Perfect Dye.
Harmiw-, Reliable
and Instantaneous; no disappoint un t.: ; no ridiculous tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies tb. .1! n
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Brands

JUST RECEIVED FROM NEW
YORK BY

sold I:v

JUST RECEIVED

Blotches and all impuritA-s
*>«»»»» "uh. LimpU
:he blood, bursting through the skill or
otherwise,
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Monro.

m

Heart
A; p-•tste cured
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I'.KSl

ol Hoots uml Herbs which almost inv ari
lli. ;oi lowing complaints

i.xtruct
ably cur.

Loss
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ickerson, la:eof Wiuterport.
of
John Clements, late of
Eli Littlefield, lap of Waldo, Halsey Li.
ot Searsport.
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Miller & ConMl
gross St-

BURKETT'S.

Pickles and
Cannod Fruit

J. O* THOMPSON B
Denier In

...

Sometimes medicines that will-stop a cough a ill
often occa iou 1 'n* It*, it It of t he pa t ient. It loci, n p
the liver, stops 1 in circulation of the blood, hemorrhage follows, and, in 1 act. '‘digging tin action of
the very organs that caused the cdiiJi.
Diver complaint and dyspepsia are tin causes of
two-thirds of the cases ol consumption.
.Many are
now complaining with dub p.,iu m ib.
-eb,tln
bowels sometimes <*osti\ ami -nun inn !•>•.
tongue coated, pain in the slnmhb r-blade, m.-bug
sometimes very n-.-Hes-, anil at other times drowsy
the food that is taken lit s heavily on the -tom o h,
accompanied with acidity and belch hi” of wind.
Tltesc symptoms usunlh originate i.-om a disordej.d
condition of the stomach or a torpid ii\ er.
Persons
I ike oue or t wo !n-av v cobD, .md
so ulTcoted, if tin
if the cough in these cast > be >!idd'-ul\
tinlungs, liver and stomach clog, and remain torpid and
inactive, and before the patient i.s awar> ot In- nn
ation, the lungs at e u mass ol s- r.and ulcer.iteii.
and death is the inevitable result.
Schenck’s Pubnonic .Syrup is an ex pi ctorant which
does not contain ny opium, norunyihing calculated
to check a couglt suddenly.
Schenck’s Seaweed touie disso I vos t he load, inix*.
with the gastric juice ol tlie .atom tch. digests er.-tiv
nourishes the s> stem a ud cn-aie- a healthy circulation ol tin blood. When the bowels are costive,
skin sallow and the patient is <d
bilious habil,
Schenck's Mandrake Pill- n
re.pi na-d.
'These medicines are prepared bti.
Dr. .1
SC 11 ENDK &. SON. Nortiu ast corner wt Sixth and
Arch streets, Phil .-..-lphia P. an., a ub for sab- bv
< ED. C.
Jt.)DI>\\ IN a
I ao*. <-r
-.,
\ rent,
Boston, ami .I:) 11 N [•' HENRY,
Colleg.
New York, Wholesale Ager.ts.
For .-ale by Druggist s g.-ueraily.- ly'i-p

inirt

<
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>:

11. I*.

ii-ine-.-

-aid

id

A GREAT

SCUKNCK S PULMOND
YRli*
SCH I \ Civ’S SKA WELD i'ONH
SCI!i:.N’CIv’N MANDRAKE PI CDS,
Are the only medicine tli.it will erne Pulmonarv
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physician was present.
love speculation was what Consumpi ioit
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Nuts. Figs,

Raisins,
Fancy

Maine.

OFFICE:

JUST RECEIVED AT

Lemons,
Apples,

NEW GOODS

her face. Judicious pumpiil'e though ot course she

didn’t

Oranges.

Physician* Surgeon j
'»vcr ('aluwxi.i
Hook
Store, Main St.

oiorm over

earn

'ALL

t£'5

tact«re of

girl' and

1

You will always
everything tliat is usually kept
iu a first-class Saloon.
A. R. CARTER,®

Furnace?. Kang*
1'in, Hrittnnni.i, .Japanned
and Ln mu led Wan Sheet m ail, Lead l*:pe
and Sheer Zinc. I* usnbing, (Ja? Fitting
and Fixture**, Pumps, \c., Ac. .lob
Work, Repairing, &c., &c.
X<*. **0 C’liurcl* Pit..
t'un.'C'.
ICeliavi. Vie.

WAGEH!

54 Main Street, Belfast, Me.
opened tlnir cut ire Shop lor the

ME A

WORTF. OF

PARLOR. COOK & CAMBOOSE STOVES!

t\l)

HERSEY & WOODWARD,

br> to
UofiearS’t Fork, $10 to lb
Dio t<> D15i Mutton pei lb.,
0 to
90 to l.UOjLatnb per lb.,
unto
oO
bd to
oO, Turkey per lb.. 25 to gb
55 to Uo,Chicken per lb.. D to
:o
2.aOtOd.UO,Duck per lb.,
:0
lb to
Marrowfat l'eas, 90 to l,uoi<ie« se per lb.,
15 to oO
50 to 5J H.iy per ton
Oats,
$ to 15
05to
Potatoes,
$1.45 tit 0.00
OOjLime,
'i to
Dried Apple-.
t> to
b Washed Wool,
O0
Soto OOjCnwa.shed
dbto 00
Cooking, do,
no
goto dOjPulled
ye to
Butter,
Cheese.
i- to
0 Hides,
> i-gto
00
l- to
go Cali Skins,
1.. l- ’to
*7
Eggs,
l’J to
14 Sheep Skin
I.ard,
7 5 to 1.5'
Beet
riu
to
$00.o
s.oo
Wood,
hard,
1'>j
05 to 75 Wood, soft, $.400 to o.'»0
Baldwin, Ap’ls,
7 to
5 to 00
Veal,
S,Dry Pollock,
> Straw.
to
Dry Cod,
$8 to 00

SALF

Pitcher k

hi.

i
?

FOR

j

served in every style and at all times. Abo AlEALs
AT ALL HOl;US. A large stock of Confectionery
of every description, Cigars and Tobacco always on
hand.
4l5f*(JANNED EKLITS ft JELLIES a specialty.

LICAN JOURNAL.

NIGHT.

DGLLAES

A. R. CA KTEit respectfully informs his numerous
friends and customers that he is still at the old
stand, CITY SALOON, where he will always be
ready to welcome all.

The best medium

vicinity is

or T !

OF^BIU_^EACH

FIVE III \ IMS Ell

j

oi every

^

as

buying

from
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CARTER’S

liberal advertiser. This is the

ON FIRE ! experience

BOSTON

and

everybody

swim up stream

man

keep people

to

With all the scenes of the < treat Contlagratiou
oi Nov. U, 1S72. To conclude with the
screaming Farce entitled

to

Advertising

right up to the point.
might as well try to make

dead

a

Orchestra and Brass Band.

Wo will furnish you with information of a legitimate business that will nut interfere with your
present occupation and which will increase your
iucouie largely.
Send address and two stamps, tor
lull particulars, to
2m.il
Employ ten, Lock Box 5‘JO, Chels* a, Mass.

his wife

: You

b
powerful and Unsurpassed
Dramatic Company, with lull

t RairiVS

$9 50 told Vi,Bound liog,

Meal,
Kyo Meal,
Kye,
Corn,
Barley,
Beans,

tii:si■act.er

Supported

~

**MI( K

BOO T Pi

MR.W.O. POPE

Bki.fast, Wednesday, March I ',’-?::

New York Journal ol Commerce.
('apt. Bl"‘»d, I
1 1
11 H""P
\V. says there was nothing It! »i' 11 I.M >11 1 till' [ Ai.i
oid
-.-I■ .Iin poor. John
\miio Widow- un Estates
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the
mason
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why
"amii--! Ciirti.-, la'e of Searsport; Albert L.
ollin-.
she
was
The
forsaken.
R"
v
A
i. I ward Brim, Win. X. Hail,
('aptain Beniamin I .M. lali- ol Bella t.
S. Briggs of Marion, had his win nn 1
(*1»
in
.ilr, Daniel «.. Hind-.
eliihl with him, am! their wardrol
Pi!b-.. notions and Pungencies.
R"i'mi K• j..
|;. |
I- :, d. W in. !;. < >t j-,
lett untouched, and her work as site laid
11- Da •.
1. 1W a r I I' lb \\ n ( 0 in <iinA
it down, perhaps at the moment ol' Nay in a
mill';, man, gazing ai a garden in the
i.iiiL'Iialli.
i ’mi v •! Ii..-ion. in which there wa re several
precisely as it yvottld appear in any well- marble latue- \elaimed : "dust see what a
'on <>1 \\ a I'd !
Tlio
\
Beekwitli.
regulated home if the mistress had ! ojli I
o h.
! I i*
than six scare crows in
lor a moment to the door and been in -\- ihi n a f
hem would
i- ji• h. and any one of
DEI.MONT.
s
ke
Ill
*•!'•»
as circulate-!
m a live acre lot!”
A
tort
\v
shutout.
diti.i. A. .1. Dunn II: < |« k. 11. 11 aniliu ;
re]
pcetedly
that a bloody sword was found, but thiof E.iw*r < '«»■■■ |»lainf. uml of
Buell. M. B Hunt, A. .1 Donnell. Charles
<Nipt Winchester examined and decided *»0!I»<* oi tIi4* SS>ilkrodiu<‘<l In it.
A- ! iti own A." nl, M. B. Hunt: Supervisthat the mark in question, supposed to he
A
lilow * * r yellow color of t lie skin, or yel.1
V
Donnell: ( olleetor and Treasurer,
blood, yvas only a spot of rust. Nothing ! v\ ish brew ii spots <.n face and other parts of
limit S Fletcher.
b-'dv: .;i i!i!«‘v> and drowsiness with frequent
yvas missed from the captain's .stores but
a- adaeiic:
dizziness, bitter or bad taste in
K14EEIK *M
a quadrant, his personal effects otherwise
Albert 'l Mini/
In the forecastle the meuth. drvne-s ,.f throat and internal heat;
while m a lit tell in- remaining intact.
|• iii?"
:
palpitation in many eases a dry, teasing cough,
to
order yvas still more remarkable.
1 in- with
hii.
iH'l a o!
.i-! week, where the
-on-throat; unsteady appetite, raising of
Buiierti.w i< bn-mi'g -having*. and was chests ot the. crew contained abundant food, choking sensation in throat; distress,
-s, bloated or full feeling about stomach
1, f• i;i in 11 il..mt the lace, haiid- and arms.
provision ol clothing, some of it entirely heavim
and -Me
back of breast, and about shoulders;
new, and none of it disturbed to signalize
IB die* I |u-l M •1111 ay.
colic. pain -mil soreness through bowels, with
for
exit.
In
one chest a
any
\ lit o• horned
preparation
>v\ 1 whose wings measure
heal :
mo-dp ion alternating with frequent
good draft on a toreign banker |..r s:;o attack '■! diarrhe a; piles, flatulence, nervous■’i
11:
tunr '*-• t md three inehes. was
'i|
was carelully placed as when the owner
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Salve which

’•'lie He.iutiful and Talented Arti t MISS

Prices of Beef
ittle per hundred lbs. I i\ e .vrirl.t
Extra quality, $7 75,t$>
Hirst qualit
2.3a; ",
Second quality, $b.50a$7 <io; Third qualit v,$l 3, ;
of
coarse
Oxen.
Bui;-. n c,
poorest grade
1 _*5.
Hides—Hides 0 1-2. ; fallow tub j-jc per lb.
Country Tallow 5a5 l-2c ;< ountrv Hides tie per lb;
Call Skins Ib.idUe per lb; She.i, Skins $
75a
2 5U.
tr
Working Oxen \\ e quote sal s ol
pi. cth
$185; 1 pr, b ti b iu $;8.3; 1 pr, b It pi in $H*i:
1 pr 7 It $215. 1 pr b It b in. $ lb5. •
in. $ n;
pr b ft
Milch « ows—Prices, rxrra $55aab ordinal
.•
$
50; Store Cows fro n $20a.50 per head.
Store Cattle Mo-t ,■( the small eat tie br.uight into
marker are sold lor Beet.
Sheep and Lambs Western Sheep e.-st Iroiu
baa l-2c ja
ib, de.'iv ei d.
Swim -Store l’igs—none in market.
Eat lows
14o i0 at market, prices, b e i-leper lb.
■

a

is like the celebrated

WEDNESDAY, March 12 1873.
At market this week— 1 ‘>21 Cattle; 53b5 Sle
ep and
Lambs; 1-1000 Swine; Western Cattb l.M; North
ern Cattle and Working Oxen and
Milch Co-vs,
140; Eastern Cattle.

I. Mr. Kimball, of the Revenue Marine
Burr iii. has
fund which will enable him
to
i -1 tin’ location in the early spring.
Mr Kimball, with a revenue cutter and a
force o! expert
will start in March to surntirr New England coast to select
vey ill
the loeations lor the stations, and at the
iuos> dangerous points to choose the life
crew Iron] the inn-t experienced and trusty
lne.il o ann-n. Mr. Lynch of Maine, who
w-i- the leading advocate of the bill, will
a
-eo-nji tuv the expedition along the coast
of Maine.

itter-bali.

R

<•

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.

diingtou correspondent of the
lio.-ton donned says that although the appropriation pp,\iding for the erection of
new
lie---.iving stations on the New England r- --ist is no! made available until duly
The \\
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The Supreme Court will In a 1, w days
decide whether women can claim the
right to be admitted to practice helot e the
United States courts under the fourteenth
amendment to the constitution.
The ease
argued is that ol Myra Blackwell ot
p
Chicago, who was refused admissj m
is generally believed about the court here
that the decision of the court of Illinois
will be affirmed

,11-

i. W. P. ndl. ton Daniel
Hiram < ha-.
of < ''•rn. 4 rain and Salt. W
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somewhat higl.e; in
country Sheep
certain sections, and -i tritie lowei in
others.
The price of milch cow ha- advanced in the South, hut declined slightly
in the North.
Horses ini
the nver.o
highest price in New .1, ej: oxei ■"
Maine. and mules in Southern State
A
continued advance in the price of sin op
wldi
apparent throughout the count,
that ol hogs ha-- increased in New H
land.
The increase in numbers i- most
marked in sheep amounting to nearly mm
percent., or about one million in all. Tim
increase in horses and cattle i- about !
per cent.

fleeted.
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are

■

oil.

to

and in

-She stated also that

is

■

oiuieil organized by
A
a
Howes, President, and
H ai a lei!. ('lerk
Ill « ..invention of
tld111. tol I v\ iliv otlieei- Were
d.ii II
onitnbv. < i! v < lerk
Mr.
.

about sooner
lie in favor

to

charges against him.

the counsel, one Finley, who represented
her in the divorce suit, was the author of
all her troubles, and the chief conspirator
against her husband, and that she had
been under the complete control of Finley
until he proposed to her to poison her
husband, when she lost all confidence in
hiin and determined to repair the wrong
she had done. This put an end to the
proceedings so far as the husband and
wife are concerned, and what will he done
with Finley remains to lie seen.

The annual returns received at the statistical division of the 1 tepartinenl T A ;ri
v. inIh-Ai'ii ui All; David Sears.
eultureshowadeeided.it not he
This
crease of stock during the past year.
■ntirm m (lied suddenly at his residence
The
increase is in horses, cattle and sheep. N’n si; li; ii-«.11 street, last evening. He was
The aggregate of swine is nearly e.pia! in tin oiliest -mi ol tlie late David Sears, and
The inereas ol a grnlleman id wealth and culture. Ho
the total of lasl year
was
horse's is mostly confined lo the NT\\
much given t
yachting anil was
Hngland Stales; mules, mostly lo tin* co umodure "I 1 lie lvistorn squadron. He
Middle Slates, while the decrease in cow
li a •■•os a widow and tour children. He was
is confined almost entirely to the Southern ..a mi liltv years old and a graduate ot'
States. Those in which there is »u chance
Harvard Co)lege.
[Boston Herald, 17th.
ot the number of cows are Delaware I
l ieMaryland, Virginia and Kentucky.
A lining girl named Ella Fairchild oreprice- ot larm stock are better sustained i ■ i i a s n itLon in the post-office at Fond
than the rates obtained trom other pro- dn I.i
\\ is
the oilier night, by swalducts ol the farm.
The price ol hoi s
i'i-viug a large dose ot morphine and
lias advanced in nearly ail sections of tie|.in. a lemilkerchiel saturated with
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Washington. March ],}.
I'he great
question here lias been : Who i- to lie
Secretary of the Treasury ? (‘erlaiu influences from Massachusetts have op*
ated to destroy in a measure the claims <-i
A-sistaut .Secretary Hicli.-it'dsou lor tinposition, and il he is appointed at all il
wdl he only tempnrarilv.
His triend .me
indignant at the mere suggest i.>■ of a --n
porarv appointment. and deelare that Inwill not accent it. Ex-Senator Morgan of
\- u York, Columbus Delano and Drove-',
the
hanker, are anion:: tinnames mentiotieil for the
place, lull the
('resident is so reticent tli.it even his C du
net advisers are not consulted.
Seeretarv
Boutwell declared to-day that he had not
the slightest idea who hi-- successor would
be, amt said sharply to numerous iinpsr
ei
that he was not the appointing powei

Idle people of Belfast are to
tvored with first eia.-s theatn-

vi'KHvi,

later,

shaping our foreign policy as
complish this result at ail early day
a peaeelul mannei.

it

I'm

as

or

outran her husband, and withdrew all
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Advertising

draws customers.

medium
do at
it a I5e;
d ires at b.elb j-.y (M
Ib.
EGGS—YY’e quote at 21c per dozen fur Southern
and 25c for Eastern eggs.
BEANS—Wo quote choice mediums $2 5»U2 (•••;
prime pea beans at $3 25a3 50; yellow eyes at $3 2.3
per bush.
DRESSED HOGS The market is firm it '< 1-la
(i d-8c per ib.
POULTRY—Sales ar>- made t I5:l17c per lb tor
choice lots ot Western Turkeys,«. liickensat lv 1.3c ;
Grouse are plenty and dull at 4ue.
Wild Pigeons
sell at $2 d; per do/.
VEGETABLES—Potatoes at s5:i00c per bush.
Onions are scarce and sell at ex: rente prices,
GRASS SEEDS—$3 bo.b! mi per bush tor Herds
Grass; $3 50ad 75 per sack 1 or Red D>p; > d-lau 1-2c
tor 'Western Clover Seed, and main l-2c
per lb for
Northern Clover.
APPLES—The mark- t is dull at $2
for Northern and $3 25 per bbl tor Western fruit
HAY—We quote prime Imv at $2,u28; Straw
$2ba27 per ton.

--

IMPORTANT to FARMERS,

TWO NIGHTS ONLY !

>

■

1

HAYFORD HALL

Monday, March 17, 1872.
quote line 1'all New York and Vn
mont
butter, at 40a42o per lb; prim. <1..
at
34a38c ; Canada at dfmd'Jc; medium 28ad2c; common
18a25c; bakers’at 10al5c.
CHEESE—Wo quote fine Ohio, N• u 5 ,: and
BUTTER—Wc*

MAKES

LOCK

STITCH

With the least and most

j
1

any !
SHUTTLE Sewing-Machine. It, therefore,WEARS
LESS than any any other, and combines, with its
remarkable simplicity and ease ot
running, great
quietness ol operation with a wonderful range of
Wo.k. W »• are also Agents tor the
improved Sing* r
Machine. We sell on very liberal terms. Don’t
tail to call and examine.

simple machinery

Dec. 13.- tl-'t

hamburgs,

9-9

—

ol

POTE & Ql/IMBY.
Bella,t

on

THE

G. W. BURKETT & CO.,

HayfordBlock.

Church

BELFAST.

St.,

Night.

that tune he appeared ami presented his bill, to see him, and asked him about his school
with compound interest added for every | and friends in Danville.
Mr. Hall could
quarter unpaid, so that the sum which j hardly be brought to believe his present
should have been about $3500, amounted j condition, but be
you cannot afford to use* poor machinery, neither
finally saw that it could can
manufacture profitably without luiviug the
to a total very much larger, which lie ; not be otherwise.
Every effort has been latestyouunproved contrivances
known.
Think of il
finally forced Ids tenants to disburse.
made by bis family, by bringing up old candidly ! Can you ? ! »elay no longer ! Wake up !
It is said that in addition to his property associations, the deaths of friends and rel- Write A. S. liKAK, 5<» to (>12 Sudbury St., Boston,
lor catalouge and circulars regarding all Wood and
in Buffalo, ho owns two large farms in atives and
important events in bis lile for Iron-working Machinery, and order right off the
Michigan, the rents yielding him a hand- flic past three years, to awaken some machine you need so much.
(*"od li’ght t<) thee. lady !—’ti> over—
some amount
'Hie waltz, the quad* ill,-, and the song—
annually. There are many sign oi recollection, of that time, but in
stories told ot his miserly habits, but we vain, lie was
Tie- whisper’d farewell of the lover.
greatly surprised to hear
JIAllTIIV’ft IMPROVED
Tin* hearties- adieu «,| the throng;
have already given enough to
prove his that be bad been doing business in ScranTie- heart wa- throbbing with pleasure,
character. We have done thi' without ton for two
years, and in a drive through
Fhe eye-lid that long’d tor repose—
the least exaggeration, merely
l'lie beaux that wi re dreaming of treasure,
stating the that city a day or two since he recognized
l he girls that were
plain tacts in a very remarkable ease. none of the business firms witli whom lie
dreaming of beaux.
[Buffalo Commercial Advertiser.
has had dealings during that time.
He
’Ti- over—the lights re all
dying,
is r-ov in this city visiting old scenes and
The coaches ail dri\ ing away ;
And many a lair one 1- sighing,
friends, in hopes that he may li\ his mind Is simple in its mechanism,built strong and durable
A Battled Sheriff.
An-1 man v a false one i- gay;
andean be operated by ordinary help. The capacity
on something which will lead it back over
And Beauty count-over her numbers
The Portsmouth Times give s this ac- the three years that are blank to him and is 4,000 bricks an hour with steam power, or 12,500
with horse-power. Manu. ictured and sold bv tin
Oi conquests, as homeward she drives—
count of an attempt to
e-mil in entirely restoring bis memory.
n nm \ fiiRic it u .%<m *
capture George. F.
< o..
And some are gone home to their slumbers,
Nutter the Farmington forger,a few weeks [Elmira N. V'.
( HK OPEE. 71 XSH.
And some are gone home to their wives,
correspondence of N. Y.
ago. as current among the legal fraternity Herald.
And I. while mv cab in the shower
of Portsmouth—■
OFF in another place advertisement about
i- waiting, tile last at the door.
Iowa an«l JVcIuawka Lamh.
All our readers will remember tho exIii a Xew Jersey village a few days ago
Am looking all round lor the flower
ot
F.
a
That foil from your wreath on the floor.
ploits
Nutter, the FarmingGeorge
singular marriage took place. The
I’ll keep it—11 but to remind me.
ton torger. who less than two years ago bridegroom was a man well advanced in
Though Withered and laded Us hut—
lelt lor parts unknown, alter which it was years, having passed middle life, but
posW Viv\,-r next season
may tiud me—
discovered that lie had obtained many sessing liie charm of worldly wealth. lie
<1 Kngland—ot Almavk’s—and
you
thousands oi dollars by means of forged made love 10 a young lady of about
rhi ie are tom
that will haunt us, though
notes that were held by banks in Dover,
twenty, who, alter the repeated importu»rn 1 v
Farmington and Rochester and bv private nities of her parents, dually accepted the
Sewing Ivlach-ine
•»ur patli be o’er mountain or
sea;
Tie-re ii. looks that will part IVoui u- only
capitalists. A large reward is offered for proposals ol her aged suitor, but before Is the BEST IN THE WORLDhis arrest, and sometime during the last the time arrived for the
W!e
memory ceases to be;
ceremony to take AgciiP) Il'antol. Send for Circular. Address
! i,« r<- are hope- which our burden can lighten,
weeks of 1373, his victims heard that place,repented, and
“DOM KST 1C” S K WI N (« M AC A1N K (!G.. N
peremptorily declined
\
I lemgh toil-ome and steep be the way :
Nutter was living in Florida. According- to consummate the engagement. A
younger
And in am- that like moonlight. can brighten
Sheriff
D.
of
sister,
out
of
her short clothes, then
ly Deputy
George
hardly
Savage,
With a light that i- dearer than da/.
-kali in jest, hail'in earnest—voluntarily USK the lteisinger Sash Lock and Support to
Alton, was sent to Florida to hunt up Mr.
There are name- that we cherish, though name- Nutter and
him
back
to
his
offered
I"
!
anxious
take her sister’s place upon the
bring
YOOI?
To Florida. Deputy
mail
| triends in this State.
l or iVe on the Up they may be:
pledging himself to settle upon her No spripg to break, no
of sash ; cheap, duraI leti are heart- that, though fetter’d, are tameSavage went armed with legal authority si l.iuiii immediately alter the ceremony ble, very easily applied;cutting
holds sash at any place de! ess,
!o arrest the body of said Nutter.
He should lie pcrlormed.
This offer was sir.d, and a self-t isttmer when the sash is down.
\nd thoughts nnevpressM. but still free!
Send stamp for circular.
Circular ami six copper
toned that this man was living in that land gladly accepted, the
parents sanctioned bronzed
locks sent to any address in the i
An 1 sonic are loo -rave lo|- a rover,
s., post
ot
with hi-' family, and the bargain and ill due time the union P ‘id, on
range
groves,
50
of
ets.
Liberal inducements t.
A ii I -iiini' !
receipt
husband too light.
i was
engaged in the lumber trade, running took place—the minister performing the the trade. Agents wanted. Addre> UKISINLI'C
I
ail ami m dn am are all over—
Sash Lock Co., No. 41s Market St
a
Harrisburg I’a.
1 night t*» ilire, lad\ ! good night !
urge saw-mill and apparently doing a service doing so with much reluctance.
In
aw
business
in
which
he
Alter
all
a
was
the
as
if
over,
bride,
|
employed
young
eiiiv
(tH!
Agents wanted ! All
COA P»‘r
l"f the tirst. time
large gang <>i negroes.
realizing her position, 4)vJ (rv
Peradventure.
11/ 4)£.U classes ni working people. *>1
Savage procured a requisition Ironi tin seemed suddenly tilled with remorse, and yitlm sex, young or old, make more money at work
us in their spire moments, or ill the tune, than
in
.11 I T \
i>. dork.
: Governor ol
Florida, and witli a posse ot Irantieaily called upon the minister to un- for
at anything else.
Particular0 free.
Addnss G.
Good

For Sale I

NO! NO! NO!

night to thee, !a<iv!—though many
Have join’ll in tin* dauee to-night,
Thv form was the fairest of any.
Where all wa> -«• lin ing and bright;
Thv >mi
was the softest and dearest,
Th\ form tii,- most sylph-lik. of all.
An 1 tb\ \oi, ,- t ;ie most gladsome and clearest
d'n it r’oi held a partner in thrall.
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Ion Cedar Street.
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dozen proceeded to make the nr
rest.
Hr ton ml Mr. Nutter without any
difficulty, and being old acquaintances,
tlii• \ shook hands cordially. Nutter jocnlarly said : **Wr!l, George. I suppose you
have come for me." “Yes," said Savage,
“tint’s my business: von know what my
coming means." “Well," says Nutter,
“1 suppose 1 shall have to go with you.
but you must give me a few minutes to
arrange my affairs with my wit. and
family and fix up things a little." “()i
course.’' said Savage, “no objection to
that.” and Nutter proceeded to give orders
about one tiling and another while Savage
watched him closely t" see that he made
no
attempt to escape. But it seems that
lie gave some orders not understood In
the Deputy, for suddenly there appeared
upon (lie scene nearly a hundred ncgroes armed with pistols, guns, out othe:
murderous implements. Then Mr. Nutter
assumed the attitude ol a master and in
a tone ol authority not to be u.isuuderstood, notified the Di put Sheriff .1 bis
posse that lie would give (hem just three
minutes to leave his premia's, lie also
told his “friend George" not la, show lib
face again in that region if he valued hililc. Geoyge looked at the army <>f woolvheadeil men, who stood ready in do the
will ot Nutter and quickly followed hi-

tie tin

knot.
Upon being told that it was
too late, she utterly refused to have anyfurther
to
do with her newly-made
thing
husband, and lelt him to make what he
pleased out of it. Kntreaties were of no
avail, and die man took bis departure to
another part ot the country.
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p:
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e
ul
h unt ot the
building is shattered :
h< puts -'hi remaining have been ornaim nled
at the hands of the
bill-poster.
I h
plane is open to the street, and present- the appear a ne« of a
(Tumbling ruin,
Inside
unoccupied and uninhabitable.
w* noticed
tin! the iloor is covered with
pieces ol brick, large and small stones,
an I other missiles.
The explanation of
t: .we
shall let the occupant ot the
premise- give by and by—for the house is
<
upi' d I»\ a human being not wit hstamlit'; desolate, ruinous aspect.
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For
many years a man has resided there, in a
condition m abject poverty, who is reputed
to be worth a suin ot money
anywhere
"11' to •"*
1 roni
and is known to
many a- the iiwimr ot some of the most
valuable real e-tate on .Main. Ohio, and
ot lie
streets
lb* is a
bachelor, and
pr-'oatdy nea:!\ or <juite 7o years of age.
Wh am that lit* purchased his present
alia! residence in lMlfi, and has h(dd
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p
properly ever since.
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suddenly upon
!.- old gentleman himself, who was walktig up and down t * keep warm, rubbing
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u \ igrouts vent to the Poor
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*1 YKAKS OI.I), ot‘.’ratted fm;t.
Farmers why will you buy Western
,<rui! trees, ol which you know
noli in*;, when you can
tor h ilt
'I' price purchase ti e- rai.-en m your own state,
wiilcli mee-sarily must tie adapted to tin* soil ami
climate, ami naturally must, if properly transplanted, thrive amI bring lortli iruit.
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and Blackberries, St ml lor catalogue.
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At this Concert the best musical tab id that can i.e
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he country wiil .old p..-asuie to the fU tertainanut, and i’c*ii Tliowma ml
< aili 4«ift*. aggregating a vast total ot Half a
tlillion Hollars
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I 'he (Hum: is published tjt aktkiH.v
cents
pays tor the year, which is not halt the cost. Those
who af !■ -t-wards semi money to the amount ot Ou«*
BPi*l lai" or m.ne ior Seed may also order ‘3.» cents
w-'i ih extra- -the price paid tor the Cat'll*K.
Th" Fif't Number is beautitul, giving plans lor
making lit lira I Hoiiicm, Hilling I'aHIo
ItcroratioiiA. II imlou (ianlcixt, &c.,and
ma-s ot intormation invaluable to the lover ol
1(0 pages, on line tinted paper, some
dowers.
.»00 Engravings ami a Mipnli ( oloml Plate
ami ( liroiiio ( out—-The First Edition ot
‘300.000 just printed in English and Herman.
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this book Mr. Baird

has done a
•- a-tot he community.
[Toledo Blade.
ho] t he publisher will seli loo, ooo copies ol
tlii> im.h, -Hiring 7a. [ doston Advertiser.
\V
t»:i\
;:t p.iiuted our house as advised by the
i' h.
iid eon:.- n ulat« ourselves that no dwelling
our
it.i.iiorboo-1 exci Is ours iu appearance.
II ;r,a r’~ v\ ,, kly.
tu
img a 'ample copy tor 10 cents, Mr. Baird
mu-i
11 ue an order lor go bound in cloth will
to! low
Frauk Leslie.
"H
..\
i.
the iown ami country paints therein
n «• mmd, and can vouch lor their valui and the
<■ oi tlie
Harrison” brand of white lead."
l*hiia. Ledger.
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; IHlie I IMK Itif iX fl(M»KN.~^ for
I'.oinis’ Almanac, 1710 ; $2 tor American
; Si K. P».
Almanac. 171*.>; :?H lor I7TJ.
Bare Old American
!'• ,..lv
wanted, vi/.: Itichard, Increase, .Samuel,
i'
i/it or Cotton
Mather’s Works; Penhallow’s
Indian Wars, 1720; .Johnson’s History of N. Fng! land London, Hint; (L-nuine Poor Bichard’s Al
"■•macl>r. Franklin’s), or any scarce Ainericau
Look. Pamphlet, « oin, 1 ndian Arrow lit ads, Belies.
< hi ios ii ics
Narrative.-, or Almanac, in good condion.
Al-.., good old, tall, S-da) brass clock. State
price- ol each. .IAS. T. MOULTON, 4 Carnes St..
!nn, Mass.
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IOWA AND

EBRASKA LANDS

j

kou sai.f: by thi:

j

Biirliuglou & Mo. River R, R. Co.
On 10 Years’ Credit at 6 Per Ct. Interest.
i'railiu th will pay lor the l.iud and improve-

within the limit ot this generous
ciedit.
Better terms are not offered, n ud probably
ii- ver will be.
Cirniliirn, giving full particulars, gratis. Call
tor all iHat are wanted to read and circulate.
Went and thrive; friends will follow.
A S«*< ti<»i»nI Vfaii, showing the exact location
of Iowa Lands is sold at HO cents, and ot Nebraska
Lands at same price. For circulars and Maps,apply
to
GEO. N. HAIIRIN,
ments

m.nil

Commissioner, Burlington,

Land
Or,

Iowa.

tod. W.

lABLFTON,
(•'.» Washington St., Boston, Mass.
$ii~And please say in what, paper this advertise-

ment

was

seen.

SEWING MACHINE
OPERATORS.
Needles tor any

machine

sent,

posrpaidj^lm^jox^

do/.en.

Needles warranted and

exThamirir*hrno^<aHfdiict<)ry.
Address
<

remained.

NATION'At,

NKKPLK

h».■ 04 Treniont Street, Bouton,

MTss^AgtirwaiTttMnwrrywnere.

THIS

IS

NO

HUMBUG.

By sending :if» cts., with age, height, color of eyes
and hair, you will receive a correct picture ot your
future husband or wile, with name and date of marriage. W. FOX, P. O. Drawer 24, Fultonville, N. V.
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t!iC Honorable Court to be intonucd that, -die was
iwfiilly married to Carl A. F. Hrodb.ek late of Han
cor, in tins Htate, now ol parts unknown, at said
Total. 10 4)00 4sifts. all 4 asl»,
on the twenty-seventh day oi November A.
Haugor,
Some three months ago
was per u .•!
>»*»4).0«M)
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-'C; that her maiden name was Lillie VV. Kolwife to take the I'niv* rsit} M,
To provide means for tin's mignilir. nt Con.aat,
M
lii>.
she was, at the time of
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4Rim* Hum) ml
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c
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m
.si
I.lo **i» a lioli- I'ii kefs j •i\ years aft.
<1 iiai'ters,f|ti..»0.
Hangor with her said husband; that she has hail by i been for a long lime atllicp d w i:i,
for RIOO.
\» fliM omit on less than
him one child, viz Annie Hrodbeck, aged nine
1 bathed the
skill ol our b.si pav-d.i,!;
years.
$I4MI orders.
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i,.i>
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u
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» all at
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the special act authorizing the concert tor rs ben.-lit
nant-* and duties towards
is to be lorever tree to all the citizen- f v.-ry late.
Portland, Aug. ;., is, 1.
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oi
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day
A. M. M< »k<i A
.1. s.
August, A. I*., 1m.», at Ripley, in the County ot
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towards
the said Leinunt as a tuitldul,
business.
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adultery with some person or took for the blood. Still I got no relief for
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persons to your libellant unknown.
At*., heretofore done by them.
months more, all the time doing my In -t,wi<ii
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h‘‘ decreed, if the same is deemed reasonable and
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Joseph L..aged live; months have passed.
I > \ V 11 > Kf.\/il;
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Portland, Aug. *?d, ls?o.
may be given her, and that reasonable
alimony out
ol —dd libel lee’s estate, having regard to his
ability,
I have beenatllietcd tor tu.-nty veai
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may he decreed to her.
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all other treatment I ever received.
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preventive tor
and show cause if any he have why the prayer of
chapped hands. Wholesale and retail at
said libellant should not be granted.
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It thev will heed the advice
intoiig von; nh-mL.
m c-uild make no more valuable
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iv v aluable book, and no one
intending to
l ribuiie.
p tint Mould l.ii! tu rt ad it. | N. \
v\
-ti l not know so much could he s-id on the
•!.' i
--I p tint iM
a hoit'i until we r- ad this excel
ha.i h -ok -•! .Mr. Laird's.'’
N. V. Herald.
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EVERY MAN H!S OWN PAINTER;
Or. Points How to Select and Use Them.
A ;>!iir. treatise, containing sample eurd with •TJ
di1!'-rent aetualiv painted shades and tiuts, with in
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Paul !. \ N !>, dime c.d ll. l-t
!>■ "a iiliicti 1 wa: !i J».
lily that 1 ha
t
iiiiiammatory rheumatism l.»r
I have employ ed most
! t!i
1 e t j 1
Portland, and pai" hundred o: d.dinr- tm m i;
without any p rmam ut nnv.
Iw
y« irMarch I was tak- n w;lli hheum.tit |e\,,
;
1 was unable t.> tu; u in
weeks
.;
t.
:■
JXT =3? an XX
it
iny left arm and hand was reduced to u.
the size ol mv right one, and u a uu ibh to i:i w•,
pound'- weight until lu-r .July. \v! n 1 snv tin*.
ted ol the (niver-ify, Medicin
m t hr dan c
;,1:a
Cupt. Wm. Thorndike. I railed on I r. ^t m
1 le vlid hr oiild cu
stated my case.
it
I
MRS.
R. JOHNSON will return next j taking the niedicinr with th- leupunrmr-it m,
week with t tie winter styles which she will bo! tore I i.a 1 taken lour bottle- I «*oii-i-*.• -i d
j leased to show her customers. Felt Hats iu Drab, ! more free from pain than ! hav<
n
i»\ m
Mack, Hrou/e and other desirable shades. Velvets, years up to this time,
m>: h
I a i.■ I i,.
ha\
Ribbon
Feathers and Fancy \Ving-, .lets and Jet
consider it to be the only -ma- nod -in. |.uHands,
above complant.
wihlJAM .1. s.Mlili.
FAN* A HOODS.
Ilaudkerehiels, Collar'--, Ties
late liriu .’! IVar- m
'-•mil h.
ami N'cek-Handkerchiefs, (Hove-, fwo-Hutton Kids,
K -1 Mi! feus, Me \e.
i'l. XI*,
Pt*li
el). 1. l>.g.
DliKSS MAKINti. Miss Jackson has selected a
Ihis
|)K. Sl'AI’I.KS,
!: ..!
c.-rti'A that
’.vi111ei -lock of Dias- and Cloak
Trimmings, such troubled with Scrofula may
all my life.
.-Nome
Mm
•
Hutton--. Fringe.-, (limps, Tassels, \.e. Special
e.e id
months since 1 became m> ivduod i!m
m
attention given in Dres-and Cloak Making in the
rai-e my*«dt in t-ed.
In this cndit mu in ii, :,.!
i.ati st St\los.
sent bn von.
With your direct M e.,
versify Medicine I was in do minute* en ,l,i
I n one w. ek I h tr I’oi:,
up and dress myself.
JN3 t » V E li T I 153 £5 and
travelled nigh! and day in the S. iiMi c,
j i. \.
the least i uconv «D ience.
iuc< b. n n
troll) allot the above t roubles i;,.| I
I.
m;
strong language in ri conuin n a,, if,.
v
.! m
all a 111 let d. I am sat lied it
A I \M Mil),
\\
W
st
It. .lOllN.stus ,Sc <«>., just opened a tine
assortment
oi
Worsteds ami Worsted Patterns,
Slippers, (>tionias and Toilet Cushion-, Bracket
have been troubled, inor.
Towel 11 tek-. I ufant's Knit Shirt s, Sacks, Socks and
with iutlainmutun Uheumat mm.
Mitt» ns, Ladies Breakfast Shawls,Nubia*.
Kijriolctts months 1 have suffered beyond d.
and Hose, Children’s I e^'ins, Sacks and Kidinr
limbs wa re badly swollen and .nil,m*
a
Hoods. <lent leraen's Scarfs, .1 a\a. Panama. W illie
\]
great pain and difficulty that F e.er-. i,,...
ool I !>i-el Canvass, Plain and l in
! lYrlorated
case
wa.-> well known by tnoii-aiui- oi
i.
.,.
I’api
Berrmann’s Best Berlin Zephyr Worsteds in
1 am to-day a well man,
Portland.
ud I
wo, lour am! right |..M, Shetland V\ orsteds.Crochet
cured In the
niversit\ liteiliciue, an.I A< ,;
Knitting and Worried N-a dles, and Paper Patterns ration.
(AIT. W. S. IMA, \ 11.)
Particular attention riven in shading ol Worsteds
I'll is
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COMMON SENSE

II

It.
Will make hut
-j [>••(' u« k.
I* M.
Boston every 1 V KSDA Y at
Upturning— VYi'! 1p.iv- Bo-don evi-r\ 1 IUDAY
«;i
4 I*. .VI.
ti. VYJJ.I >, A gent.
Belfast, Dec. I-'-, 1G
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His partner m business, Mr.
Pratt, at the time of lift' injury to Mr.
Hall’s head, was
Principal of a school at
Danville, Pa., and Mr. Hall remembers
linn only as that.
He entered the latter’s
room a day or so after lie was
taken sick,
and Mr. Hall was
very much surprised

nothing else.
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The University Medicim
in
tested by
many, an I ils merits so yv< l! known. t hat ;h• :i<i«
and cry ol humbug has lost all it- -,-.n
It has cured over 5000 ease-; in Maine within
three years, including ail di->-1:!. i.. r to thi
climate. It has cured ovei boon ca-es that could not
l»e reached with any other medicine.'.
11 has cured many paliont• alter i!i. ir physician
told them there was no cure lor them.
II has proved i t -1 11 to h. .-up. i
;■> n,
•,
known medicine in the world I
:
tli run
.;
tor in ol chronic diseases.
(’ATAAIvlI the moth-i ot *-o u u in p ion,'
i,
ula, Salt Klu it in, and maip «d her dis.:
iii b. no
considered incurahle, tvadilv yodd i:mb
n :im
ol tin1
niversit\ Medieim
Sl’KIt M A T< >lt Kill >1 A. tie great.-sf d,
>t
humanity on the face ol tlie i;lohe. how iinir. :,
wail the loss ol precious vitality without having the
i- .:.-:
slightest idea ol the cause, heir muni:
,,| i,
vanishing and they are gliding into
less decay.
Too -drong language cannot he us. a hm
council their children whih voung io gu ir>: .:, .-:
this horrid malady. Ky so dcin.r tIn
ma\
\■ 11., «
sons am, daughters
Irom a ruim-d lica! h insanity
and a premature grave.
Abate thi lyiiaud* ,-i.
!
will be no more appropriation, id •», el e
our I m.ane \ sylunis.
j
I havi cur,"il over judo case-.
:
n- hie and
u.
destroying malady within Hire,- year- in in
!ien,
ncm.;
Unglaud States and »'aliada. In.,-.
that tin touudatioll oi desfruct i,.:. W
la id
I, o
the victim was old enough im k now t*l itnot let false modesty stand into
a.
ol
im nt
b. lore the con-tit ution
ruined.
Persons altlicted with <ii nsr- will pi,
o
send and get a book ,tr<
-.v I». i. u- :!.,
>,
mo
tlmir diseases explained .m i m e.
r, ;, ,,!..
a
Address
P.!. I-d
\ p|
250 ('ongit
si. portl
i. M,-.
Thousands
cei; itic it.
can bo pn sen
.i ,•
nil
a
ossary, but if the follow ie- -in
isfy tin most sc pt ic il, io,no,, -!• iii i,m ■.<
\
be useless.
1

l'iu .-uh-crilii ollVrs lor sale tin
v ook larm, r-o
wt ll known
cailud.
n; I icksin.
Saul f irm eootums no acres ol c\o 1•mt 1-uui. situated at Jackson (Jentre, and is dividi d
into highly i.'iiltivate.l tit-ids, pasturing and thirk
It is 4 miles trom Brooks station, and
wood lands.
loo rods trom 1’. O., and the same from a good
no
ting every Sunday, and the same trom t own
It it abundantly supplied with water trom
House.
wells ami numerous springs ; the house is a stor>
and halt with ell, finished throughout, together
with a carriage house, cattle shed, barn 4! by 51
feet, wood house, Blacksmith shop, dung cellar,
sheep house, a large orchard most ly gralted truit.
Apply to the subscriber on the plan
EDWARD \\ ROBERTS.
Jackson 1 h e. id, ls72.—t 111

the most important elements ot the Human liodv
.ml the only means by which this LIFE LIVIN',
md LIFE-SUSTAINING element can be
suppli. o
the system.
We guarantee it to he a certain « t tutor CONSUMPTION, COUGHS, COLDS, and aii
Pulmonary Affections, and a Specific Remedy loi
Scrofula, Dyspepsia, Paralysis, Nervous and Pn -i
cal Debility, and all Nervous Affections. It i>
surpassed as. a Tonic and 1 nvigorator and generator
ot pure and healthy Blood. For further informal ion
Testimonials, Reports ot Phv-ieians, .ti -t nd f
our Treatise.
s..ij f>\ ail
Price, $t
Druggists Address
I M n( HK<4TKH A ( O
•Hi -John f»t.. Yen York,

GRIFFITHS,

RilN1*.. A

RB

Farm for Sale.

WINCHESTER’S II YPOPHOSPH1TK is aehemi
cally pure preparation ot PHOSPHORUS, one ot

MARYLAND

1

j

pared

Piles
Pile

I-Inll,

,,

DlYlKllIl?

j

sleep

cure.

Oonjivi,.-s

%g«*nl for tlie Mtate of flaiite

acres ot tine land anil an excellent orchard.
For
lurther particulars call on the subscriber at tlie last
named place.
JOHN WEST.
Belfast Dec. 19. 1*72.—!i *4

For further information

Lists and Circulars tree.

Itostou.

i- *

by this man is a part of a black on Main
street, occupied by a linn doing an extensive wholesale business.
Once he did not
ask his tenants for the rent tor five years,
and during all that time they never knew
where be could lie found.
At the end of

Piles,
Price, $1.00,

I'nder the title of

vinee you tint you need ha t \ nine of titem,
h\ hinisi-lt,—paid a
i Public opinion applies tin whipaml spa <
tnueli h*r schools and
the young man and makes it dishorne able
teai-he
i-davs, and the n-sutt was jI for him to be idle.
anything l.ul ili-l ii-luri
lie pointed us
bare in which ..I jo (lne corner ol
A Gap ir the Memory
tn.in.
.d s;ij11 that the liovs had stolen
We lira"
: ||l \ " |e "A ft h se 1111 111 i l; g
A ease haying hut tew known
parallels
and In
eniild nut afford t-i lose them
n
medical practice i- just now puzzling
Alter di-milling a tittle he consented to
lie taenlty ot tins si rtiut and to,
ming a
is
ge * j
stairs, into his habitation j -ulijeet for nniyersul eonnin nt
t he eiiI In- spurs dour lie secures with
pt ope
| eunistanees attending tin* i-.e, are a toi
a„ I
offering a great temptation iou s :
t" thieve11:110 ;i| A- I »’4I lOOIllS illtllC
Nearly three years ago Mr. K. A Hail.
otid story. l-oth in tin- filthiest eondition
tlnni a residei 1 ot' this city, was icndetid
in iginahie
md not lit for a dog t., live unconscious
liy striking hi- head against a
I he i-ts-ti
i- lalling from the walls,
beam in iiis barn. He
speedily recovered,
the win lows arc out, and the cold winds and no
serious consequences n -idled Irnm
t|.:
|he
Ol
ugh
coursi*
our
-Weep
place.
I lie injury up to within the
past lew days.
set ha- no stove
has not had a fire for Shortly after
tin- aeeidenl Mr. Hall enx -:ivs
hmiteei
and il is a great wonder
gaged in the mercantile business in Scranhe docs i it trec/a- to death. His bedroom
lon, Penn., and remoyed tliilher with his
i- lit
-1 v. ill, old barrels, oyslci* cans, and
family. One day last week lie was obliged
e’h-i trash
rtn- tied is merely a
heap of io leave hi- store and go home, owing to a
uni
-li aw in tin- centre ol the room,
ragsevere and peculiar
pain in his head.
and tie sipialid poverty of the place is
After reaching his residence lie was ;al,eu
dci-i.l. dl\ in keeping with the proprietor's wi Ii
violent spasms, which continued at
appearance
shoit intervals until ten o’clock at night,
He hears the name lie has earned so when
they left him, and lie sank into a
well, in the vicinity, and is known as the
quiet
resting well all night.
Upon
•add miser."
The man is evidently well
awaking in the morning his actions were
educated and intelligent, and is endowed
singular that it was a long time before
with all tie- craftiness and cunning so s9
Iiis friends could
explain tin- cause. It
characteristic of his class. He is said was
finally discovered that his memory,
never to have bought
clothes
or
any
pro- from the date ui the accident in Kim ini,
visions. md would much rather beg a was
entirely gone. Everything that had
meal than pay for il.
We are informed occurred
during the past three years, and
’-inkind
hearted gentleman residing
by
during that time many important events
in the neighborhood, that the miser has hail
transpired in Iiis life, was as blank to
conn- t" his home
regularly once a week him as if he had been in a swoon for all
lor tin- past four years,
just about the din- that time.
He recognized his wife and
ner hour, and has
always been given a others lie hail known before the accident
good hearty meal, never refusing to par- but two children licit were born
dining
take wln-n asked.
It is believed that he the
past three years were < nlire strain'eis
gets food.in a similar maimer every
day to him.
His oldest child, live years old,
in the week, never directly
begging, yet lie remembered only as .she was when
never Imying.
Also on very eold days he
but two.
His mind seemed weak, and
has different places where lie can sit, by his
friends hoped that with the ret urn of
the stove and keep warm.
He has often his usual
good health Iiis memory would
been fed and sheltered lay persons
very be restored.
In a day or two, however,
much poorer than himself, who have be- both Iiis
mental ami physical vigor returnlieved him to In- nothing more than a ed, but
the singular
gap in Iiis memory
mendicant.
other
:a

I
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BELTING

^eri'ri'

What's to hinder,*.'
Mi-s Anna Dickinson is delivering a lecture in which she gives
nne vcrv good
j reasons why women «!• > not succeed in
getting tin* employment they >,. much
want.
Four-tilths of the misery of woI man, she says, lies in her leaning upon hci
; work as a prop, and in her refusal to submit to the training that men pas- through
to tjualifv f hem selves for the best
positions.
Miss Dickinson draws the picture of woman's career -is follow's
()f tin* :V)tH).ooo
women in this country who labor outside
ol tie* domestic circle, ovei son,non ar-*
servants, and yet a decent one is hard to
find and harder To keep
The lecturer
knew ot a hotel keeper who
cheerfully
a
male
>*’>000
cook
paid
year, but most
ol the women cooks revived only three
or four dollars
per week, and don’t, earn
half that.
The man makes cooking his
trade, the work of his lifetime; the woman
begins without knowing how, and keen011 without learning, !i!l soon* man raises
her kitchen latch and takes her P> a kitchen ol his own where sin* will
poison him
with bad cooking, and give him
dyspepsia
for life.
! here arc thousands of women dragged
out with housekeeping who would
give
hall their income and half their hearts to
to
assist
them
in
making homes,
somebody
rim e are 'JOO.noO seamstresses and dressmakers in the country, and the rea-'on
they don’t, earn more wages i- because
they do such wretched work. There are
forewomen in large business e.-tablishmeats who net >o000 a. \ ar, but
they
; have put themselves under areful training to get their positions. They have put
j line upon line, and preempt, mum precept,
here a little and there a little, made their
employer-’ business their •■usiness. and
rendered final services indispensable.
1 here are thousands ol plain s
waiting lbr
women who can manage large bodies ,4
! workwomen and superintend business economically. at salaries reaching fron.
if" ^oOiio
How iiniiv girl- are lilting
themselves lor the positions**
There are s.yooo women leaelnin the
country. Of these, bo.000 have selected
I tin business not beeai -e ill -y like if, but
because it
is de-.vnl and
resj ectalde.
women teachers do not
aspire to profes| sols' cliairs. Yotm
men are employed
as teachers at -aim i*.\Y >T jon r.,,d sjnon,
when young women would he
piaYcm-d.
It i- the -a in way with ('.-ti nf le'e-gr
tph
(>n
one
rai
<e:t
o| live
opentors.
hundred, 4-s<> believe that sitting al the
maeliine means running if. !i \ mi enfei
a store
-women
you find one <n two
miking together an.I another reading a
novel.
IV get their attention vou nmsi
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A beautiful farm situated in Bel-

Cl
that.
1>
Remedy
It is prt-

rated
Bind's
tails to
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SPl’ERIOR TO ALL OTHERS.
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ot

case

any

St,

Congress

i»«»UTI. * * Ir

last, 3 miles from the Post office,
containing about To acres ot highly cultivated lands,
divided into fields, wood and pasturage.
A tin*
dwelling house, barn and our buildings, t wo wells
ot never failing water, ami everything that goes to
make a lirst class farm. Also my dwellsng house on
corner ot High street and Corbett’s Lane, with 1 1-2

reward.
For

Bleeding, Itching

ill

Manufacturers of Saws.

i-rsi-d intelligently
in
1\. -i i-l u-as very guarded in
" il l'
i
-el
alnu.il Ids nwii affairs.
He
u-i"i
irr iIn- paving stones, bricks.
" I
st 11 we. I the ill >o-. had been
till e.»n in
il
place -It different times address them, perhaps roughly, turn or
u
oys, who had broken the three times.
The salesman, on the nini >. in-l-iws with them
The old ; trarw it he ha- not what
you wish to buv
API
"-IV die.| | |)|- |:,el ||e,t "iVl-'kwill show V•'11 titty other thing-, and eoirm—

%
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Branch Office 250
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The Greatest Success of the Ago!
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Piliniisne.-s,

Oig nib, it : it ;ve ye! perfected. Tlieir
iilvc:- a’lin.ltiii ly sliow Ir.i.v tiur.'li tin
excel al!
cul,<
1 liev- are alt and pleasant to
take, tut
jowvii.ii to care. l’Uey purge out the loul liumon
ot the blood;
i,
-timulate the sluggish or disordered organ
nt«> aetiou, aud
they impart health
t oie io the whole
being, i'hoy cure not only
t b
eery day comp
nt
>1 »very body, 1 t tormid•’••-’
and dangerous disc i-ies
M i-*i eminent oh ruv•a
!M >sr skill'll!
i>-ieians, and our best citizens
'•■'d itieafe- ot cure- performs I and ot
great
b
tits they !i i.. derived trout these
fhev
t e
tli
aud b st piiy-ie lor children, because
111
as -,\iil as e i
dual. Itejug sugar- coat ed, t hey
a
<"'-y lot ike; .el being purely vegetable t lu y
ai
ntirel) harmless.

Farm for Sale.

at

1

ai<

MEDICINES!

lUHVERSITf

The best location in the city.
Situated on corner ol'Church and
North
High
Church, opposite Plnenix
house, good well water, 2 cisterns all in good order.
Further particulars enquire at store in basement.,
It. F. STEPHENSON.
or.
Belfast, .Ian. 20.—3ra29

'n.ither place advertisement ai>cut
ami \<‘lir,mku LamU.

'/>-

THE NEW YORK

House for Sale.

Co., Portland, Maine.

<)u :in«l nfti'r

Fiver
(’oinplaint,
i >n»ps v, Tc tier, i’li>
1.'
■; in
Worm s, fl out,
uralgin. u~ a I tinner Pill, am!
Purifying tIn Blood.

The subscriber offers for sale his
farm, mtuuuu m Prospect, one mile and a hall
west from the village. Consisting of one hundred
and sixty acres of land, with buildings, well wooded and watered, with good orchard of grafted fruit.
For particulars inquire on the premises.
ISAAC T. SMITH.
Prospect, Feb. 4, 1873.—3 ft

!
I

>1,

iii'i!-, and Skin Dis-

eases,

home, day or evening; no capital requiied; lull instructions and valuable package o goods sent free by
mail.
Address, with six cent return -tamp, M.
YOUNG & CO., Ki Cortlandt St', N. Y.

Ulli! < i, \ * E ItI X IIt kt ;is tin- hands doll in
:t 1 w.-atilt r.
s» e tlut you get HEGEMAN’S,
Sold
Lv ull 1 >; 11«ri:■»t^.
<)111 > Jj cents.
Manufactured
L II t-1. i.>1An S; Co., Chemists and Prutftrists,
X a V -ik.

C ST CT

Foul Sloniacli, Kr\

Wharf,
BOSTON, MASS.

bts.,

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS !

di,ue>l ion,Dysenteryp»*l;is,Headache, Piles,
Itlieumatisiu, Hrup-

Farm for Sale.

WORKING
CLASSY SiES/Vi
week guaranteed.
Respectable

llryiK^w
*kiti,«,Vc,. »Vc.
oim’c
by- 11 EG EM A N\S CAMPHOR ICE

*•«►*•<*

Boston & Lowell I

CURING

>>iiveness, Jaundice, Dyspepsia, ln-

No. 1 Commercial

1 suffered with ('atari'll thirty years, mil was
cured bv a simple remedy. Wi I send r ceipt, postRev. T. .1.
Drawer
age tree, to all a1Nic*t«-d.
170, Syracuse, N Y.

CHAPPED
HANDS
AND FACE.

10 u

I'aoiily

a

1* livwir,

UPTON,

:im2)S

WINDOWS!

employment

l*«r|MMe*j of

ii»»*

Several Schooners, Centre-Hoard and
Keel Vessels. Apply to

houb ibijEi :

Hcto ^bbertisenuents.

1ST FORD’S

<

sf nnwt—w—————hbu

already retreating posse.

A

SI INSON &

OS

at

t!3G

Vessels for Sale.

Machine

hall

Enquire

.-s.

Cathartic Pills Independent Line

WADLIN,

J. B.

For

Brick

FASTEN

-sr jjj xx

SAMUKI. W.YKD &

fO., I'ropr’s. Boston

